


 
 

ABSTRACT 

Carry-over effects in space: Beyond single species studies and 

towards metacommunity dynamics 

by 

Benjamin G. Van Allen 

The behavioral and physical traits of adults can be strongly influenced by 

conditions experienced during development. Consequently, variation in natal habitat 

quality across a landscape and through time can also lead to differences in the traits of 

adults. When individuals move across the landscape, this could create carry-over effects 

where differences in the natal habitat quality of colonizers influence population dynamics 

and species interactions in new habitats. I studied how these carry-over effects, which are 

known to alter individual traits and population dynamics, scale up to larger effects on 

community and metacommunity (multiple communities across a landscape connected by 

dispersing individuals) dynamics. I tested these questions on carry-over effects in a 

spatial context using a Tribolium spp. flour beetle system with habitat patches of flour. I 

generated carry-over effects by using flour types which predictably alter the traits of flour 

beetles who develop in them. The first chapter identified that carry-over effects which 

alter population dynamics occur in this system. It also discovered novel and powerful 

mechanisms for carry-over effects to influence population dynamics. The second chapter 

shows how carry-over effects and population density interact to affect dispersal decisions, 

which is important for understanding how carry-over effects will propagate across 

landscapes. The third chapter shows that carry-over effects can decisively alter 



 
 

competitive dynamics and outcomes, but that how may not be immediately predictable 

from their influence on single population dynamics. Finally, my fourth chapter 

manipulated whether carry-over effects occurred across multi-patch landscapes to test 

whether they influence species dynamics across a metacommunity. This final chapter 

shows that at the landscape scale, carry-over effects can have even more strong emergent 

effects. For example, carry-over effects increased population sizes across landscapes by 

~10% while dramatically promoting different species under different conditions of 

dispersal and habitat arrangement. Thus, the influences of carry-over effects on 

population and community dynamics at the landscape level may be strong, but context 

dependent on other spatial processes. Further work to understand how landscape habitat 

patterns and dispersal shape the influence of carry-over effects on metacommunity 

dynamics could improve understanding of natural population and community dynamics. 
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Chapter 1 

Carry-over effects in space: Beyond 

single species studies and towards 

metacommunity dynamics 

1.1. Dissertation Introduction 

Early life experiences often influence an organism’s phenotype during later life 

stages. For example, increased access to resources as a tadpole carries over by increasing 

growth rate on limited resources as a frog (Van Allen et al. 2010). Carry-over effects of 

early life experiences are ubiquitous in natural systems and can significantly alter the 

phenotype, lifetime fitness, and offspring fitness of almost all organisms, including plants 

(Latzel et al. 2010), invertebrates (Plaistow et al. 2006; Burgess and Marshall 2011), and 

every major class of vertebrates (Fish: Araki et al. 2009, Amphibians: Semlitsch 1988; 

Uller et al. 2009, Reptiles: Mugabo et al. 2010, Birds: Monaghan 2008, and Mammals: 

Hamel et al. 2009). By altering phenotypes, carry-over effects can also have important 
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effects on population dynamics. For example, both beetle and bryozoan populations can 

exhibit up to twenty times faster growth rates if they experienced high quality “natal 

habitat” as juveniles before dispersal (Burgess and Marshall 2011; Van Allen and Rudolf 

2013). Whole community dynamics could be influenced by carry-over effects. For 

example, the classic predator-prey cycles observed for lynx and snowshoe hare 

populations in Canada are likely driven in part by carry-over effects caused by maternal 

stress hormone transmission across hare generations (Sheriff et al. 2010). Defoliating 

herbivore outbreaks in forests also could be initiated by climate and food quality leading 

to carry-over effects within and across multiple generations before the outbreak (Rossiter 

1994; Hunter 2002). However, while ecologists are increasingly becoming aware of 

carry-over effects importance for population dynamics (Reid et al. 2006; Plaistow et al. 

2009; Sheriff et al. 2010), ecological theory has only just begun to consider the 

importance of carry-over effects for spatial populations and communities (Benard and 

McCauley 2008; Gibbs and Van Dyke 2009; Stamps 2009; Marshall et al. 2010). As a 

result, further research is needed on the impacts of carry-over effects on species 

interactions and community structure. 

Given that local habitat patches often differ dramatically across a region, carry-

over effects are particularly likely to play an important role for community assembly and 

metacommunity (communities connected through dispersal, Leibold et. al 2004) 

dynamics. Carry-over effects can have large impacts on key life history-traits that drive 

population dynamics and species interactions, such as reproductive rate, offspring 

quality, survival rate, dispersal propensity, aggression, cannibalism rate, and more 

(McNamara and Houston 1996; Lindstrom and Kokko 2002; Beckerman et al. 2003; 
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Benard and McCauley 2008; Duckworth 2009; Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). When 

individuals disperse between heterogeneous habitats, carry-over effects from past habitats 

may interact with novel habitat conditions to determine the traits (and thus current 

performance) of individuals. When interacting with other species, such context-

dependent traits can also lead to differences between the performances of competing 

species. Context-dependent outcomes of species interactions could have important 

consequences for coexistence conditions across a variable landscape. Thus, variation in 

patch quality within a metacommunity could alter metacommunity dynamics and 

promote the coexistence or exclusion of competing species. However, the realized effects 

will likely depend on spatial arrangement of patches and responses of species to different 

habitat qualities. While the effective duration of carry-over effects within a patch may not 

usually be more than a few generations, recent studies indicate that some could last much 

longer (Plaistow et al. 2006; Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). In addition, within a 

metacommunity, dispersal between patches is a continuing process. In this way, carry-

over effects could alter the dynamics of communities even if they only have transient 

direct effects. 

During the course of my dissertation, I investigated how carry-over effects change 

species interactions and metacommunity dynamics. I first identified a study system with 

species exhibiting strong carry-over effects and which was amenable to multi-generation 

studies of population and community dynamics (Chapter 2 here). This system, Tribolium 

flour beetles (see details of life history in any chapter) was more amenable to this track of 

research that I could have imagined. I then used two species of flour beetle, Tribolium 

castaneum and T. confusum to examine how carry-over effects and conspecific density, 
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two factors which had not been considered together, influenced dispersal decisions and 

found that they interact in complex ways (Chapter 3). Next, I found that carry-over 

effects alter the traits of each species enough to dramatically alter the dynamics of 

competition and patterns of exclusion within single patches of habitat (Chapter 4). In the 

final chapter of my dissertation, I reached the goal of my work and performed a study 

investigating how carry-over effects alter metacommunity dynamics across 

heterogeneous landscapes (Chapter 5). In this controlled experiment system, I was able to 

isolate carry-over effects as a mechanism behind increases of almost 10% in total animal 

abundance across landscapes and dramatic swings in the identity of the dominant species 

across whole landscapes. The results of each chapter of my work, and perhaps 

particularly the 4t
h
 and 5

th
 chapters, clearly indicate that carry-over effects can structure 

the interactions and distributions of species.  

In nature, carry-over effects are ubiquitous and are surely an important source of 

intraspecific variation. While the fact that they are caused in one time and place and are 

important in a different one may make the influence of carry-over effects in natural 

systems difficult to identify easily, my dissertation work indicates that they could be an 

important force in the dynamics and structure of natural communities. Carry-over effects 

of natal habitat quality depend on the arrangement of different habitat types and the form 

of dispersal between habitat types for their effects to emerge. This result indicates that 

dynamics in a particular patch could depend on the location and type of other patches in 

the landscape. Thus, the influence of carry-over effects on community structure could be 

an emergent phenomenon depending on patterns of habitat quality across landscapes. 

Understanding further how dispersal and landscape habitat patterns interact to affect local 
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and regional dynamics through carry-over effects could critically assist landscape 

managers in the increasingly fragmented and degrading landscapes across our world, and 

is a goal of my future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Ghosts of habitats past: environmental 

carry-over effects drive population 

dynamics in novel habitat 

 

This chapter has been edited, reformatted, and reprinted from The American 

Naturalist (full citation below)
 

Van Allen, B.G., and V.H.W. Rudolf, 2013. Ghosts of habitats past: 

environmental carry-over effects drive population dynamics in novel habitat. The 

American Naturalist 181:596 – 608. 

2.1. Abstract 

The phenotype of adults can be strongly influenced by the environmental 

conditions experienced during development. Consequently, variation in habitat quality 

across space and through time also leads to differences in the phenotypes of adults. This 

could create carry-over effects where differences in the natal habitat quality of colonizers 
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influence population dynamics in new habitats. We tested this hypothesis experimentally 

by simulating dispersal of Tribolium castaneum from low or high quality natal habitat 

into new patches of low or high quality habitat. Differences in natal habitat quality of 

colonizers altered population growth trajectories and led to carrying capacities that 

differed by up to 63% within a habitat type, indicating that patch dynamics are 

determined by the interaction of past and current habitat quality. Interestingly, even after 

multiple generations, natal habitat of colonizers determined differences in adult traits that 

were related to density-dependent population regulation. These changes in adult 

phenotype could at least partially explain why carry-over effects continued to alter 

population dynamics for multiple generations until the end of the experiment. These 

results highlight the importance of variable habitat quality and carry-over effects for 

population dynamics. 

2.2. Introduction 

Predicting what factors lead to differences in the dynamics of natural populations 

has been a central focus of ecology. Traditionally, differences in the densities and 

dynamics among populations are attributed to differences in environmental conditions, 

thus populations are expected to be similar if environmental conditions are identical 

(Pulliam 1988, Thomas 2001). Yet, increasing evidence indicates that populations 

experiencing similar environmental conditions can differ substantially in their dynamics 

(Chase 2003a; Benton et al. 2006; Inchausti and Ginzburg 2009). This discrepancy may 

in part stem from the fact that classical population models have assumed that the traits of 

individuals are fixed within a given environmental context. However, the traits of 
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individuals and potentially the traits of their offspring often depend strongly on the 

environmental conditions they experienced in the past (Mousseau and Fox 1988; 

Bernardo 1996; Beckerman et al. 2002). For instance, effects from past environments 

(e.g. food quality or predation risk) can “carry-over” to alter the phenotype of individuals 

colonizing a novel habitat. Thus, the traits of individuals are often the combined product 

of past and current environmental conditions. Consequently, the presence of such carry-

over effects has the potential to alter at least transient population dynamics (Leslie 1959; 

Lindstrom and Kokko 2002; Beckerman et al. 2003). However, whether carry-over 

effects from past habitats can alter population dynamics in a novel habitat for 

ecologically relevant time-scales remains unclear. 

 The effects of past conditions on individual traits are ubiquitous in natural 

communities. They have been termed delayed life history effects, maternal effects, 

parental effects and more, but we refer to them here more broadly as carry-over effects 

(Mousseau and Fox 1988; Beckerman et al. 2002). Carry-over effects occur when an 

environmental stimulus affects an individual’s (or its offspring’s) traits after leaving the 

stimulus or setting that produced it. Carry-over effects from past environments can 

sometimes result from developmental trade-offs made during past environmental 

conditions (Boonstra et al. 1998; Vonesh and Bolker 2005; Hagman et al. 2009). For 

example, predation risk or stress at an earlier time, stage or habitat can lead to differences 

in traits such as physiology and dispersal behavior later in life after the stressor is gone 

(Stamper et al. 2008; Stamps et al. 2009). Other mechanisms, such as macro- or micro-

nutrient deficiency or excess (Harrison et al. 2010) and epigenetic changes to DNA 

expression (Shea et al. 2011), also have lasting effects on a phenotype. For instance, 
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higher food abundance for tadpoles can increase growth rate and survival on land after 

metamorphosis (Chelgren et al. 2006; Van Allen et al. 2010), and prolonging the non-

feeding larval stage for the bryozoan Begula nerita can decrease adult fecundity by 

orders of magnitude (Burgess and Marshall 2011). Whatever the mechanism, theory 

suggests that carry-over effects could have lasting effects on population dynamics (Leslie 

1959; Lindstrom and Kokko 2002; Beckerman et al. 2003), but this has rarely been tested 

experimentally (Plaistow and Benton 2009).  

Current models assume that carry-over effects can alter population dynamics by 

affecting the quality of individuals in terms of their survival and/or fecundity (Ginzburg 

and Taneyhill 1994; McNamara and Houston 1996; Lindstrom and Kokko 2002; 

Beckerman et al. 2003; Plaistow et al. 2006; Inchausti and Ginzburg 2009; Plaistow and 

Benton 2009). These models suggest that differences in individual traits can destabilize 

transient population dynamics and result in population cycles if density and 

environmental quality are correlated. However, carry-over effects can alter many 

additional key life-history traits including size, diet, body allometry, anti-predator 

defenses, and dispersal propensity to name a few (Mousseau and Fox 1998; Relyea 2001; 

Beckerman et al. 2003; Norris 2003; Hagman et al. 2009; Stamps et al. 2009; Harrison et 

al. 2010; Shima and Swearer 2010; Burgess and Marshall 2011). Whether these different 

manifestations of carry-over effects can have large and qualitatively different impacts on 

population dynamics is unknown.  

While carry-over effects can occur through a variety of routes, they are 

particularly likely to be important for population dynamics during the colonization of 

new habitat patches, or when habitat quality within a patch changes rapidly due to 
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disturbance. In such scenarios, the carry-over effects of past environments colonizers 

experienced could interact with the quality of the new patch to determine whether a 

population can persist in the new patch and whether it will become common or rare 

(Norris 2005; Benard and McCauley 2008; Clobert et al. 2009). Carry-over effects also 

may cause phenotype environment mismatch, in which colonizers are unable to persist in 

their environment due to a developmental path leading to the wrong phenotype for the 

new environment (DeWitt et al. 1998; Marshall et al. 2010). For example, an 

environmentally induced anti-predator phenotype may not be favorable once predators 

are absent or when facing a novel predator (Benard and McCauley 2008; Hoverman and 

Relyea 2009). Thus, knowing how past habitat quality interacts with novel habitat quality 

is important for understanding the dynamics of populations given the often extensive 

temporal and spatial variation of habitat quality.  

We tested how such environmentally mediated carry-over effects alter population 

dynamics by independently manipulating past habitat quality of colonizers and habitat 

quality of newly colonized patches in an experimental flour beetle system. Our results 

indicate that population dynamics in colonized patches were driven by the interaction of 

carry-over effects from the past habitat of colonizing individuals and the quality of the 

habitat that was colonized. These differences in dynamics were likely driven by short 

term changes in fecundity and lasting cross-generational changes in cannibalism 

behavior, a novel trait for carry-over effect studies. As a consequence, long-term 

population sizes and life-history traits within populations differed significantly among 

patches with similar habitat quality. This emphasizes the need to account for carry-over 

effects for the dynamics of populations in temporally and spatially variable environments. 
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2.3. Methods 

2.3.1. Study  Organism 

Tribolium castaneum is a cosmopolitan pest of stored grains and dry goods. T. 

castaneum has a typical beetle life cycle in which larvae hatch from eggs, then go 

through a number of instars over three or more weeks before pupating. The pupae 

metamorphose into adults in under a week. Adults begin to senesce after approximately 

three months but can live much longer under some conditions (Kolross 1944; Walter 

1990). The entire life cycle takes place in wheat flour, under decaying tree bark or in 

almost any dried good (Zeigler 1976). Larval and adult flour beetles are cannibalistic on 

eggs and pupae, and confined flour beetle populations are often largely regulated through 

cannibalism (Park 1957; Sokoloff et al. 1965). Wild T. castaneum disperse away from 

their natal habitat shortly after reaching reproductive maturity, possibly to avoid intense 

cannibalism on eggs by developing larvae (Ziegler 1976). T. castaneum can disperse 

through flight and by walking, but are also frequently dispersed by being moved during 

any life stage in flour and other dry goods (Zeigler 1976; Ridley et al. 2011). 

2.3.2. Experimental Setup for Population Dynamics 

Beetles used in this experiment originated from stocks kept in wheat flour for 

many years at the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Agricultural 

Research Service station at Kansas State University. Before being used in this experiment 

T. castaneum were kept on wheat flour in stock containers at ambient lab temperatures 

(23-25 °C and 10-30% humidity) for nine months. F0 T. castaneum used in this 

experiment were raised from eggs that were randomly collected from stock colonies. 
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Eggs were separated and individually hatched in trays containing 60 wells with 1.5 g. of 

either unbleached organic white wheat flour with 5% brewer’s yeast (henceforth wheat) 

or organic whole oat flour (oat) at 24-26 C and 25-30% humidity. Wheat provides a high 

quality habitat for T. castaneum growth, while oat flour is a relatively low quality habitat 

(Park 1948; Via 1991). 

Within two to four days after emergence, three virgin flour beetles of each gender 

were placed into an eight dram vial containing six grams of either wheat or oat flour. This 

mimicked the natural tendency of T. castaneum to disperse into a novel habitat after 

metamorphosis (Zeigler 1976), and resulted in a 2x2 full factorial design manipulating 

the colonizers natal habitat (Wheat or Oat) and the habitat they colonized (Wheat or Oat). 

This design could also imitate a situation in which disturbance dramatically lowers 

population size and either alters or does not change the local habitat quality. Due to 

differences in survival and sex ratios, there were different numbers of replicates in each 

treatment. 

These populations were allowed to grow naturally over 133 days under the same 

temperature, humidity and light conditions as their natal habitat. Every 19 days (the 

development time of T. castaneum in low quality habitat divided by two) from their 

starting date populations were sifted to enumerate larvae, pupae, live adults and dead 

adults for each population. At each check all mature adults in a population were grouped 

and weighed to the nearest tenth of a milligram. For logistical reasons it was unfeasible to 

count eggs and recently hatched larvae which were too small to see without 

magnification. Dead adults were removed to record adult mortality. Dead larvae and 

pupae are consumed by larvae and adults, so they were not recoverable. Vials then 
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received six grams of new flour of their respective habitat type (wheat or oat) and all 

larvae, pupae, adults and eggs were returned. This procedure resulted in seven equally 

timed checks of all flour beetle populations during the 19 week course of the experiment. 

This period of time allowed populations in wheat to complete two generations and enter a 

third before the experiment ended, while populations in oat did not enter a third 

generation. Note that a generation in a confined flour beetle population is often much 

longer than egg to adult development time since a cohort of larvae can consume new eggs 

and preclude successful recruitment of new larvae. 

2.3.3. Analysis 

Our aim was to characterize multiple levels of population and individual traits to 

understand how carry-over effects from the natal habitat of six colonizers could scale up 

to affect multigenerational population dynamics. 

2.3.3.1.  Overall Population Dynamics 

Adult Population: Mature adult flour beetles are the main dispersal stage, are long 

lived, and unlike other stages are invulnerable to cannibalism, so we focused on this stage 

for most analyses. Dynamics of adult beetles were analyzed in two sections, a “growth 

phase” and a “carrying capacity phase”. The growth phase for all populations occurred 

when the first cohort of larvae produced in all populations metamorphosed into the F1 

adult generation. After the growth phase, adult population size was stable despite 

fluctuating larval abundance. We considered a lack of significant change in population 

size over two or more generations to indicate a quasi-stable carrying capacity (Chase 

2003b). The growth rate of adult population size during the growth phase was estimated 
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using linear regression of adult population size over time from time zero to the census at 

the end of the growth phase with the intercept forced to six (the number of colonizers 

present at time zero). Due to differences in development rate, the growth phase ended at 

census three in wheat colonization habitat, four in wheat to oat populations, and five in 

oat to oat populations (Fig. 1). For statistical analysis, a small constant (0.1) was added to 

all population growth coefficients since one population had a negative growth rate. The 

effects of population history on population growth rate were then fitted with a 

generalized linear model (GLM) using fixed effects of natal habitat, colonization habitat, 

and their interaction with gamma errors and an inverse-link function. Carrying-capacity 

population sizes were estimated by taking the mean of the last three adult population size 

counts for each replicate. The effects of population history on carrying-capacity were 

then fitted using loge-transformed mean population size using a GLM with fixed effects 

of natal habitat, colonization habitat, and their interaction with Gaussian errors.  

Juvenile Stages: To gain more insight into population dynamics we also analyzed 

numerical changes in juvenile stages. Unlike adult dynamics, larval and pupal numbers in 

all treatments never settled to a carrying capacity and instead cycled with each 

generation’s reproductive pulses. As a result they were not suitable for any linear or 

autoregressive repeated measures or averaging approach. Thus, we compared larval and 

pupal densities across treatments using bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals penalized 

for multiple comparisons across all treatments and time steps using Bonferroni 

correction. As a result, differences between error bars within and between censuses are 

statistically significant at α < 0.05. 
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2.3.3.2. Demographic Rates 

To gain insight into the demographic processes driving adult population dynamics 

(growth and carrying capacity phase), we used a combination of population census data 

and cannibalism assays to estimate first generation (F1) larval production (a composite of 

fecundity and egg cannibalism determining reproductive success of colonizers), F1 larval 

survival to adulthood, adult mortality rates across all censuses, and egg production and 

cannibalism rates at the end of experiment.  

F1 Larval Abundance: During the F1 generation, the production of larvae was 

balanced by the number of eggs laid and consumed by the six initial adults as well as the 

survival of early instar larvae. To see if these factors could be important in adult 

population growth we tested for differences in first generation (F1) maximum larval 

population using a Monte-Carlo randomization routine with 10,000 permutations in SAS 

software® (Casell 2002). These tests and the others in these sections used natal habitat 

and colonization habitat as fixed factors, each with two habitat quality levels, and their 

interaction. F1 maximum larval population was defined as the highest number of larvae 

counted in a replicate container at any time step during the F1 generation after any 

cannibalism or mortality of eggs that may have occurred (i.e. it is the highest point of the 

first peak in Fig. 1B). Any single larval period was longer than the 19 day duration 

between steps at our temperature levels, so this should closely approximate the true 

maximum (Walter 1990). 

F1 Larva to Adult Survival: Carry-over effects of past habitats could manifest and 

affect population dynamics through impacts on survival at any stage. Larvae which 

survived to be counted in F1 abundance above then must survive the later larval instars 
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and through the challenges of pupation and metamorphosis to become adults. Both the 

initial six adults and large larvae could cannibalize pupae and soft new adults as well. F1 

larval survival was estimated by dividing the number of new adult recruits at the end of 

the growth phase by the maximum number of F1 larvae. Thus, survival from the larval 

stage includes late larval and pupae survival as well as recently emerged (<3 days old) 

adult survival. Larval survival rates between treatments were compared using a Monte-

Carlo randomization routine with 10,000 permutations in SAS software® (Casell 2002). 

All adult population growth during the growth phase consisted of F1 recruits. 

Adult Mortality: Adult mortality was calculated as the proportion of unique adults 

which had died by the end of the experiment (i.e. total dead divided by the sum of total 

dead and alive at the last census). Differences in adult proportional death rates are largely 

driven by death of recently emerged adults which are soft and still vulnerable to 

cannibalism. The fixed effects of natal habitat, colonization habitat and their interaction 

were fitted to adult death rates using a GLM with Gaussian distributed errors. 

Cannibalism and Egg Production Assays: Fecundity and cannibalism rates 

together largely determine carrying capacity for confined T. castaneum (Park 1957; 

Sokoloff et al. 1965). Thus, to gain more insight into what factors lead to observed 

differences in carrying capacity, we randomly selected 10 populations from each 

treatment for a trial of cannibalism rates and fecundity at the end of the experiment. Six 

individual beetles were randomly chosen without regard to their sex from each of the 

selected populations and put into an eight dram vial with six grams of flour matching the 

habitat of the chosen population. These “trial” containers also contained 20 T. castaneum 

eggs from stock populations marked with neutral red dye. The 40 resulting trial vials 
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were placed in a cooler under the same environmental conditions as the colonization 

populations. After 22 hours all trial vials were examined for the number of remaining red 

eggs and for the number of new, un-dyed, eggs. Fresh eggs were counted as reproductive 

events from our assay beetles, while missing red eggs were assumed to be cannibalized. 

Since it is possible that assay beetles could eat their own eggs, we checked for 

correlations between fresh eggs produced and red eggs consumed. There was no 

significant correlation between the two (Pearson’s r = -0.26, P = 0.118). Cannibalism and 

fecundity rates were tested for differences between individuals from each natal and 

colonization habitat using ANOVA. These tests used fixed effects of natal habitat, 

colonization habitat and their interaction. Fecundity rates were ln+1 transformed to meet 

assumptions of equal variance. 

2.3.3.3. Body Mass Over Time 

The effects of carry-over from the natal and colonized habitats were tested on 

average beetle mass in each colonized replicate using a repeated measures linear mixed 

effects (LME) model with continuous first order autoregressive correlations and random 

effects of population ID and fixed effects of natal habitat, colonization habitat, time and 

their interactions. A non-significant third order interaction was removed from this test 

and the model was run again. 

2.3.3.4. General Methods of Analysis 

Significant models and ANOVA were followed by post hoc comparisons of all 

treatments using planned contrasts with Benjamini-Hochberg correction for false 

discovery rate (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). These results are shown when required 
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for interpretation of the models. Unless otherwise stated above, all tests were performed 

in R version 2.13.0 (R Development Core Team 2011), and included the library nlme 

(Pinheiro et al. 2011). Results are presented with mean ± standard errors unless otherwise 

noted and all statistical tests were two-tailed. 

2.4. Results 

2.4.1. Natal Habitat Development 

Colonizing beetles which developed in high quality natal habitat emerged 

approximately 10 days before beetles in low quality habitat (high quality (wheat) mean: 

27.3 ± 0.33 days, low quality (oat) mean: 37.8 ± 0.6 days, t = -15.28, corrected df = 

7.811, P < 0.001). Survival was equal between high quality and low quality natal habitats 

(high quality mean: 0.81 ± 0.07, low quality mean: 0.76 ± 0.08, t = 0.528, corrected df = 

9.789, P = 0.61). Average mass of beetles colonizing from high quality natal habitat was 

3% greater than the mass of colonizers from low quality habitat (2.14 ± 0.013mg vs. 2.07 

± 0.019mg, P = 0.005). The colonizers natal habitat continued to be important for 

individual mass in subsequent generations (Online Appendix). This indicates that wheat 

is higher quality habitat for individual beetle development. Low quality habitat did not 

reduce individual beetle survival outside of a population setting. 

2.4.2. Overall Population Dynamics 

Adult Population: Populations founded by colonists from high quality habitat 

increased at a greater rate during the growth phase in both colonization habitats (Natal 

habitat likelihood ratio test (LRT) = 54.52, df = 1, P < 0.001). Additionally, populations 
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in high quality habitat increased by over an order of magnitude more than population in 

low quality habitat (mean slope of growth in high quality habitat = 2.53, mean slope in 

low quality habitat = 0.13; Colonization Habitat LRT = 379.73, df = 1, P < 0.001). 

However, the interaction between natal habitat and colonization habitat was also 

significant (LRT = 45.98, df = 1, P < 0.001), indicating that their effects were not 

independent (Fig. 1A).  

While colonizing high quality habitat (wheat) always resulted in a significantly 

larger adult carrying capacity regardless of natal habitat quality (mean of wheat 

colonization habitats = 106.1 ± 6.6 vs. oat = 14.9 ± 1.6; F = 315.741,56, P < 0.001; Fig. 

1A), adult carrying capacity was also significantly larger within a colonization 

environment type if the colonizers developed in high quality habitat (WW carrying 

capacity adult population = 131.3 ± 7.2 vs. OW = 81 ± 4.9 and WO = 19.7 ± 1.5 vs. OO 

= 10.3 ± 1.1; F = 40.081,56, P < 0.001; Fig. 1A). While natal habitat and colonization 

habitat both affected carrying-capacity population size, they did not interact during the 

carrying-capacity phase (F = 1.591,56, P = 0.2121). As a consequence, carrying capacity 

was determined by current and past habitat quality (of colonizers). Overall, all individual 

treatments differed significantly from each other (post hoc test: all P < 0.05) in both the 

growth and carrying capacity phases, indicating that each combination of past and current 

habitat quality led to different population dynamics within a patch.  
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Figure  2-1 Tribolium castaneum population dynamics for (A) the adult, (B) the larval and 

(C) the pupal stages under different habitat histories. The first letter in key abbreviation 

indicates natal habitat type (low quality: O = oat, high quality: W = wheat, see methods 

for details) and the second indicates colonization habitat type. Adult stages show mean 

and ±1 SE. Larval and pupal density show mean and 95% confidence intervals corrected 

for multiple comparisons at all time steps so that any non-overlap of confidence intervals 

indicates differences at P = 0.05. 
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for (A) the adult, (B) the larval and (C) the pupal stages under different habitat 

histories. The first letter in key abbreviation indicates natal habitat type (low quality: O = 

oat, high quality: W = wheat, see methods for details) and the second indicates 

colonization habitat type. Adult stages show mean and ±1 SE. Larval and pupal density 

show mean and 95% confidence intervals corrected for multiple comparisons at all time 

steps so that any non-overlap of confidence intervals indicates differences at P = 0.05. 

Juvenile Stages: Comparisons of corrected 95% confidence intervals in figure 1B 

and C indicate that larval and pupal dynamics did not differ significantly among natal 

habitat types of the colonizers in high quality colonization habitat, but led to significant 

differences in low quality habitat (i.e. WO and OO, Fig. 1B and C). Populations in low 

quality habitat founded by colonizers from high quality habitat exhibited larval and pupal 

dynamics which appeared similar to dynamics in high quality habitat, but at a lower 

wavelength and amplitude. Any cycling for populations in low quality habitat founded by 

colonizers from low quality habitat occurred very slowly and at much lower amplitude 

than other treatments (corrected 95% confidence intervals, Fig. 1B and C).  

2.4.3. Demographic Rates 

F1 Larval Abundance: Peak abundance of F1 larvae was significantly influenced 

by natal habitat, colonization habitat, and their interaction (randomization test with 

10,000 resamples; all P < 0.001; Fig. 1B.). Populations that colonized high quality habitat 

showed three times higher larval recruitment than populations in low quality habitat. 

Within low quality habitats though, populations founded by colonizers from high quality 

habitat (WO) produced almost seven times as many F1 larvae than populations founded 

by colonizers from low quality habitat (OO). These results are consistent with the growth 
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phase of adult population dynamics and clearly indicate a strong carry-over effect of natal 

habitat for beetles colonizing low quality habitat.  

F1 Larva to Adult Survival: Larval survival to adulthood was only affected by 

colonization habitat and its interaction with natal habitat (randomization test with 10,000 

resamples; natal habitat P = 0.15, colonization habitat P < 0.001, interaction P < 0.001, 

Fig. 2A). Using planned contrasts, individual treatments did not show significant 

differences between colonizers natal habitat quality in the same colonization habitat (in 

high quality habitat: WW mean survival = 0.62, SE = 0.025; OW survival = 0.52, SE = 

0.028, P = 0.0548; and in low quality habitat: OO survival = 0.19, SE = 0.026; WO 

survival = 0.16, SE = 0.012, p = 0.0529), but all other treatment combinations were 

significantly different at P < 0.001.  

Adult Mortality: Over the 19 weeks of the experiment, natal habitat quality did not 

have a consistent effect on proportional adult death rate in all treatments (F = 0.1211,56, P 

= 0.729), but colonization habitat (F = 16.9581.56, P < 0.001) and the interaction term (F = 

60.2641,56, P < 0.001) were significant. Interestingly, this is because adult death rates 

were only dependent on the colonization habitat when the colonists came from low 

quality natal habitat. Populations founded by colonizers from high quality habitat did not 

show significantly different adult mortality regardless of current habitat quality (post hoc 

test P = 0.094), while adult mortality of populations founded by colonizers from low 

quality habitat differed by 5 fold (P < 0.005) among current environments (Fig. 2B). 

Furthermore, the mortality rates for populations from low quality habitat differed 

significantly within a given habitat from populations founded by colonists from high 

quality habitat, though in opposite directions (Fig. 2B).   
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Figure  2-2 Effects of different habitat history for  (A) mean (±1 SE) first generation 

larval survival to adulthood, and (B) mean (±1 SE) proportional adult mortality through 

the entire experiment. For habitat history notation see Fig. 1. 

Cannibalism and Egg Production Assays: After 133 days of the experiment, the 

fecundity rate of individuals within populations did not show any carry-over effects but 

only differed among colonization habitat types that beetles were currently in (natal 

habitat: F1,34 = 0.005, P = 0.94; colonization habitat F1,34 = 6.581,  P = 0.01; interaction  

F1,34 = 0.066,  P = 0.79; Fig. 3A).  Cannibalism rate, however, did not differ among 

colonization habitats, but instead only differed between natal habitats of the colonizers 

(natal habitat: F1,34 = 8.82, P = 0.005; colonization habitat F1,34 = 0.382,  P = 0.54; 

interaction  F1,34 = 0.042,  P = 0.84; Fig. 3B). Cannibalism rates were 33% higher for 
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beetles from populations founded by colonizers from low quality natal habitat. Due to the 

high population growth in high quality colonization habitat, it is very unlikely that this 

pattern could be driven by original colonists which lived through the experiment.  
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 2-3 Effects of different habitat history on T. castaneum (A) mean (±1 SE) hourly 

fecundity per beetle and (B) mean (±1 SE) cannibalism rate, calculated as -1/(N beetles* 

time)* ln(initial eggs/final eggs) (Sonleitner 1961). For habitat history notation see Fig. 1. 
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2.4.4. Body Mass Over Time 

Across the 19 weeks of the experiment, the average mass of beetles in 

colonization habitat fluctuated (Fig. 4). Natal habitat quality (F = 16.81,56, P < 0.001) and 

time (F = 42.071,357, P < 0.001) were significantly associated with beetle mass across the 

19 weeks of the experiment, while colonization habitat was not a significant first order 

effect (F = 1.21,56, P = 0.278). Colonization habitat did however affect adult beetle mass, 

but this depended on the natal habitat of colonists (colonization x natal habitat F = 

4.521,56, P = 0.0379) and time of population censuses (colonization habitat x time F = 

12.121,357, P < 0.001). The effect of natal habitat did not vary across the different 

population censuses (natal habitat x time F = 0.781,357, P = 0.377). Average beetles in low 

quality habitat populations founded by low quality colonizers remained roughly the same 

low mass during the experiment (initial mass 2.07 ± 0.028mg to a final mass of 2.08 ± 

0.054mg each). Interestingly, the average mass of a beetle in a population in the same 

low quality habitat which was colonized by high quality dispersers stayed high and 

increased slightly by the end of the experiment (initial mass 2.14 ± 0.02mg standard 

error, final mass 2.2 ± 0.015mg each). This was despite average adult population size 

tripling with all new individuals developing in low quality habitat.  
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 2-4 Mean individual adult mass of flour beetles from populations with different habitat 

histories over 19 weeks. Error bars are ±1 SE. 

2.5. Discussion 

When individuals develop under different environmental conditions, they often 

differ in their adult phenotypes. We found that such differences can lead to carry-over 

effects which generate unique population dynamics in novel patches for several 

generations. Populations started by colonists from high quality habitat had both 

significantly higher initial population growth trajectories and multi-generational carrying 

capacities (by up to 63%) than populations initiated with colonists from low habitat 

quality. Furthermore, the phenotype of individuals (in terms of fecundity, cannibalism 

rate, death rate and adult body mass) in each population was influenced by interactions 

between the past habitat of colonizers and the current habitat quality. The significant 

differences in the general phenotype among these populations at the end of the 
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experiment were surprising and suggest that alternative carrying capacities could persist 

for many additional generations. These results indicate the importance of accounting for 

environmental carry-over effects mediated by phenotypic differences in the traits of 

colonizers for the dynamics of populations. 

2.5.1. Initial Population Growth 

Carry-over effects can generate large differences between individuals in important 

traits such as fecundity for many species. For instance, developmental history or past 

experiences can result in large fecundity differences for individuals or cohorts of 

bryozoans (Burgess and Marshall 2011), birds (Norris 2005), mammals (Hamel et al. 

2009) and numerous others (reviewed in Harrison et al. 2010). Thus, carry-over effects 

could be expected to influence at least initial population dynamics in new environment. 

However, whether the signal of such carry-over effects is strong enough against the more 

immediate current environment is less certain. In our experiment, the natal habitat of 

colonizers resulted in substantial differences in population growth beyond the strong 

effects of current environment. Populations started by colonizers which developed in high 

quality natal habitat grew twice as much as those started by colonizers from low quality 

habitat in low quality habitat during the first generation. Indeed, it is likely that the latter 

populations would be much less likely to persist in the long term or be able to recover 

from any negative perturbation than the former populations. Smaller population size and 

lower growth rates together increase extinction risk for populations (Griffen and Drake 

2008, 2009). This suggests that carry-over effects can not only influence fecundity rates 

but may also determine colonization success and local extinction risk. 
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The carry-over effects on initial population growth observed in our study likely 

arose from changes in multiple life-history traits. Population growth and regulation of 

flour beetles is typically governed by the balance between egg production and 

cannibalism of eggs and pupae (Park 1961). T. castaneum has been shown to increase 

cannibalism rates and decrease fecundity in our low quality habitat, oat flour (Via 1991). 

We observed a marked increase in the fecundity of beetles colonizing low quality habitat 

from high quality habitat during the first generation, but fecundity rates were identical 

within a current habitat after two to three generations. While sex ratios were even at the 

start of the experiment, we did not monitor this over time. Although flour beetles 

typically produce even numbers of male and female offspring, the results of equal 

fecundity within but not between current habitat types could still potentially be driven by 

unobserved differences in sex ratio as well as current habitat quality effects.  While carry-

over effects alter fecundity for many animals (Harrison et al 2010), this has only been 

demonstrated for individuals of a different flour beetle species once. Long term adult 

exposure to low quality “conditioned” wheat flour for Tribolium confusum resulted in a 

temporary decline in individual fecundity which was regained after nearly two months 

back in fresh wheat flour (Park 1935). Thus, differences in initial population growth in 

our experiment were likely caused by carry-over effects of natal habitat quality on both 

fecundity and cannibalism rate for the colonizers. 

2.5.2. Long Term Dynamics/Carrying Capacity 

Although carry-over effects may lead to differences in initial population growth, it 

has been unclear whether such differences should be transient or whether they should 

have persistent effects on long-term population dynamics. Theory and empirical work 
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suggest that initial differences in population characteristics such as individual phenotype 

or density can have lasting effects on dynamics (Leslie 1959; Beckerman et al. 2002; 

Lindstrom and Kokko 2002; Chase 2003b, Benton et al. 2006; Inchausti and Ginzburg 

2009). However, previous experimental tests of carry-over effects on population 

dynamics only found dampening transient effects (Benton et al. 2005; Benton et al. 2008; 

Plaistow and Benton 2009), no effects (Banks and Powell 2004), or population cycles 

caused by within patch dynamics (Ginzburg and Taneyhill 1994). In contrast to these 

studies, we found that within a given habitat quality, adult populations remained constant 

after one generation of population growth, but at different densities depending on the 

colonists’ natal habitat. While adult population size within a treatment remained constant 

(and largely within individual replicates as well, unpublished data), the production of 

juveniles stages continued in cycles (Fig. 1). Thus, we consider that most of our 

populations reached a quasi-carrying capacity during the experiment (Chase 2003b). 

Additionally, adult cannibalism rates, death rates and individual body masses all were 

still strongly affected by colonizer history four months and multiple generations after 

colonizing a new habitat. Persistent differences in population traits within identical 

habitats have been shown to occur due to invader biomass (Chase 2003b) or genetic 

founder effects (Agashe et al. 2011; Shine et al. 2011). The duration (in terms of 

generation time) of our study is comparable to the duration of other experimental studies 

of factors influencing population dynamics (Chase 2003b; Banks and Powell 2004; 

Benton et al. 2005; Benton et al. 2008; Plaistow and Benton 2009). To the best of our 

knowledge, however, this study is the first to report persistent differences in carrying 

capacity due to environmental carry-over effects. 
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While this study provides the first clear evidence that carry-over effects due to 

differences in developmental history can alter long-term population dynamics and 

carrying capacity, it is also important to understand the mechanisms responsible for this 

pattern. While average differences among current habitat types (i.e. low vs. high habitat 

quality) could be explained by the corresponding differences in fecundity observed at the 

end of the experiment, this does not explain why populations within a habitat showed no 

signs of convergence in adult population size. Flour beetle populations with a given 

fecundity rate have carrying capacities set by their cannibalism rates (Park 1957; Stevens 

1989). Indeed, individuals born in either habitat during the experiment to colonizing 

parents from low quality habitat showed 33% higher cannibalism rates than individuals 

with parents from high quality habitat at the end of the experiment. To see whether this 

could generate observed differences in adult population densities in the experiment we 

simulated population dynamics using a simple model which captures the two most 

important aspect of flour beetle population dynamics, fecundity and cannibalism: 

                            , where r is fecundity and c is cannibalism rate.  

We found that while holding fecundity constant within habitat treatments (as suggested 

by our fecundity estimates), differences in cannibalism rate of approximately 50% can 

account for observed population differences within either low and or within high quality 

habitat. While the difference is just higher than the upper 95% confidence limit of our 

cannibalism assay (mean: 0.334 95% CI: 0.218 – 0.462), this is expected since our 

cannibalism essay only measured egg cannibalism rates, while the model implicitly 

attributes all forms of density-dependent mortality to cannibalism rates, including other 

cannibalistic interactions between stages (e.g. adults cannibalizing pupae).Given that the 
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propensity for cannibalism is a general behavioral trait of individuals, it is reasonable to 

assume that other cannibalistic interactions showed similar patterns. Thus, our results 

suggest that the interaction between history of populations (i.e. past habitat affecting 

cannibalism rate) and the current habitat (i.e. fecundity) largely determined the 

population carrying capacity in all treatments.   

That cannibalism rates at the end of the experiment (after four months and 

multiple generations) were solely dependent on the colonizers natal habitat is surprising, 

since the offspring usually vastly outnumbered initial colonizers and developed in a 

current habitat which was often different than the colonizers natal habitat. The parents of 

all colonizing beetles were randomly selected from the same stock habitat, suggesting 

that this is not a genetic effect. However, the colonizers themselves were raised in 

different habitats. The observed difference could therefore be some type of epigenetic 

effect on the germ line of individuals which depended on the habitat they developed in 

and led to maternal effects on the phenotype of their offspring. Environmentally induced 

maternal effects, which can last multiple generations, are common in insect and 

vertebrate organisms and can represent an adaptive attempt to match offspring phenotype 

to changing environmental conditions (Rossiter 1996; Mousseau and Fox 1998; Fox and 

Savalli 2000; Plaistow et al. 2006). Alternatively, the differences in the initial population 

dynamics and density-dependent feedbacks within a habitat could have selected for 

different cannibalistic phenotypes. This would suggest that the carry-over effect of the 

colonizers natal habitat on cannibalism rates at the end of the experiment could be a 

product of the interactions between individuals in the experimental populations rather 

than a product of the actual habitat quality they were living in. Interactions between 
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colonizers and their offspring in new populations could generate strong selective 

pressures in colonized patches since carry-over effects are still strong and density 

changes rapidly (Lankau and Strauss 2011). Continuous feedbacks between the 

environment, carry-over effects, and selection have been seen in insect host expansions 

(Fox and Savalli 2000), selection for life history strategy in spadefoot toads (Pfennig and 

Martin 2009) and in many other systems (Lambrinos 2004; Carroll et al. 2007). Thus, we 

could speculate that feedbacks between past environment and current within-population 

interactions set stable cannibalism rates across generations in each treatment. This 

feedback could be due to long lasting epigenetic or nutritional maternal effects, strong 

selection, or phenotypic plasticity due to interactions between the colonizer generation 

and their offspring.   

Cannibalism between life stages and generations could explain the presence of 

lasting feedbacks on phenotype in our flour beetle populations. This could help explain 

why strong initial carry-over effects altering population size in experiments with the soil 

mite Sancassania berlesei often largely attenuate over a similar number of generations to 

our study (Benton et al. 2005; Benton et al. 2008; Plaistow and Benton 2009). Unlike our 

study species, S. berlesei is not cannibalistic, and has a relatively short adult life span 

relative to the juvenile stages, which potentially reduces interactions between stage 

classes (10-25 days and 90+ days for adults and 4-50 days and 25-55 days for larvae of S. 

berlesei and T. castaneum respectively, Walter 1990; Plaistow et al. 2007; current study). 

Previous studies show that experimentally selected differences in cannibalism rates 

among flour beetle populations can persist for 60 generations in lab populations, leading 

to long-term differences in population densities (Stevens 1989). Cannibalism is a 
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common life history trait in nature (Fox 1975; Polis 1981), but it has received no 

attention in previous studies on carry-over effects. Thus, the life history of a species 

could moderate the interactions between past and current environment for population 

dynamics. However, feedbacks between carry-over effects and selection could occur in 

any situation where novel habitat and interactions meet, such as during species invasions 

and in metapopulations with changing habitats or species patch occupancy. 

2.5.3. Implications for Metapopulation Dynamics 

Classical metapopulation theory typically assumes that fitness of individuals that 

colonize new patches is only determined by the quality of the colonized patch and does 

not differ among individuals (e.g. Hanski 1994; Mouquet et al. 2006). We have shown 

that individuals which developed in high quality habitat founded populations which 

reached higher equilibrium population sizes in either high quality or low quality habitat. 

This indicates that high quality habitat patches within a metapopulation can potentially 

increase the mean fitness of individuals in low quality patch populations by providing 

high quality migrants. It also suggests that the average fitness in and size of populations 

in all patches could decline if the amount of low quality habitat available for a 

metapopulation increases and individuals immigrate from low quality patches. 

Observational and modeling studies with migratory birds make similar predictions on 

habitat quality and average fitness of spatial populations (Norris 2005; Reid et al 2006).  

Shifts from a developmental habitat to another habitat are common for many 

species which disperse between patches during the adult or juvenile stage. More than 

80% of animal taxa have complex life-cycles and have some sort of shift in habitat usage 

from juvenile to adult (e.g. almost all marine invertebrates, amphibians, insects, most 
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marine fish and more) (Werner 1988). Similarly, animals such as birds, mammals and 

reptiles which do not have complex life cycles still frequently disperse or migrate during 

their lives. Carry-over effects operate at the individual level and are separate from any 

density dependent effects of habitat quality which are already known to affect 

metapopulation persistence (Pulliam 1988; Hanski 1994; Harrison et al. 1997; Thomas 

2001). The dispersal behavior of an organism can itself be altered by carry-over effects as 

well, which may alter the regional impacts of carry-over effects (Benard and McCauley 

2008; Clobert et al. 2009; Stamps et al. 2009). Thus carry-over effects are likely to be 

common in many species, and our results suggest that they have the potential to affect 

metapopulation dynamics. 

2.5.4. Outlook for Natural Systems 

Carry-over effects have the potential to alter the phenotype of almost all living 

organisms. Survival rate and fecundity are two traits which are influenced by past 

experiences in our study and in many other taxa (Amphibians: Smith 1987; Semlitsch et 

al 1988; Arthropods: Plaistow and Benton 2009, Birds: Reid et al. 2006; Van de Pool et 

al. 2006, Bryozoans: Burgess and Marshall 2011, Fish: Shima and Swearer 2010, 

Mammals: Hamel et al. 2009, Polychaetes: Allen and Marshall 2010, and many others). 

For many taxa, such as birds and mammals (Reid et al. 2006; Hamel et al. 2009), these 

phenotypic changes, which develop early in life, last for a lifetime and move with the 

individual into new habitats. Traits besides survival and fecundity, such as cannibalism in 

this study, can be affected as well for some organisms, which may have novel effects on 

population dynamics. 
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The exact implications of carry-over effects for population dynamics in natural 

systems will likely depend on more than the biology of the organisms affected. It is 

important to caution that not all individuals in a patch will always have the same 

developmental history, and that other context-dependent factors such as strong density 

dependence could mask the expression of carry-over effects at the population level 

(Benton et al. 2006; Plaistow and Benton 2009). As a result, we expect the impact of 

environmental carry-over effects on population dynamics to be most recognizable when 

the difference between habitat qualities are clear, initial population sizes are small, and 

population structure is cohort based so that many individuals have similar developmental 

histories. Given these conditions, carry-over effects are likely to be especially important 

for species which have a limited or patchy distribution at the regional scale or when 

patches are frequently disturbed or go extinct and are recolonized. Thus carry-over 

effects are also likely to play an important role in the dynamics of rare species and 

invasive species at their invasion front. Under certain habitat and population structures 

however, carry-over effects could be regionally important for very abundant species as 

well. The ubiquity of variation in habitat quality, disturbance, and dispersal suggests that 

carry-over effects could affect the dynamics of populations to the point of producing 

alternative stable states in similar habitats. Our results thus highlight the importance of 

incorporating carry-over effects into models of population dynamics to more accurately 

predict the context dependent dynamics of natural systems. 
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Chapter 3 

Natal habitat effects drive density-

dependent scaling of dispersal 

decisions 

This chapter has been edited, reformatted, and reprinted from Oikos (full citation 

 below) 

Van Allen, B.G., and P. Bhavsar. 2014. Natal habitat effects drive density 

 dependent scaling of dispersal decisions. Oikos 10.1111/oik.01240. 

3.1. Abstract 

The dispersal behavior of a species is critical for the stability and persistence of its 

populations across a landscape. Thus, understanding how population density affects 

dispersal decisions is important for predicting these dynamics as theory predicts that the 

form of density–dependent dispersal is especially important for population persistence. 

Natal habitat experience often has strong impacts on individual dispersal behavior as 

well, but its influence on density–dependent dispersal behaviors remains unexplored. 
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Here we address this conceptual gap in two experiments separately examining habitat 

selection and emigration from recently colonized patches for two species of flour beetle 

(Tribolium sp.). We found that interactions between the quality of habitat experienced 

during natal development and current habitat for dispersal capable adults can strongly 

affect the form of density dependence, including reversing the direction of nonlinearities 

(accelerating to decelerating), or even negating the influence of population density for 

individual dispersal decisions. Across heterogeneous landscapes, where individuals from 

different populations may experience different natal habitats, this altering of density–

dependent relationships is predicted by theory to fundamentally influence regional 

population dynamics. Our results indicate that species which occur across heterogeneous 

environments, such as during conservation reintroductions, or as invasive species spread, 

have much potential for natal experience to interact with density dependence and 

influence local and regional population dynamics. 

3.2. Introduction 

Determining how animals make dispersal decisions is critically important for 

predicting the dynamics of their populations (Bowler and Benton 2005; Bonte and de la 

Pena 2009; Clobert et al 2009; Travis et al. 2012). For animals inhabiting patchy 

environments, such as many insects, amphibians, and habitat specialists, the dispersal 

behavior of a species can affect its persistence across a region (Amarasekare 1998; 

Hanski 1998, 1999; Marsh and Trenham 2001; Amarasekare 2004; Leibold et al. 2004; 

Fowler 2009). For example, when habitat quality varies, the influence of local density on 

dispersal decisions can be critical for regulating density fluctuations and determining 
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extinction risk (Pulliam 1988; Fagan et al. 1999; Amarasekare 2004). While density is a 

ubiquitous factor affecting dispersal behavior, many species exhibit different dispersal 

behavior based on signals besides, or in addition to, density (Baker and Rao 2004; 

Bowler and Benton 2005; Clobert et al. 2009). For example, local habitat quality, 

individual condition, experience, and social or kinship interactions can all influence 

dispersal decisions (Bowler and Benton 2005; Cote and Clobert 2007; Clobert et al. 

2009). However, the interplay between density and other important cues is often poorly 

understood, which hampers our ability to predict population dynamics.  

One of these important cues is the increasingly recognized potential for animals to 

use experiences from the past, obtained during earlier life stages, to inform dispersal 

decisions (Davis and Stamps 2004; Fowler 2005; Stamps and Davis 2006; Clobert et al. 

2009; Stamps et al. 2009; Mestre and Bonte 2012; Travis et al. 2012). Increasing 

evidence indicates that animals may often make relative assessments of habitat quality 

based on previous experiences and expectations (McNamara et al. 2013). A striking 

example of this is natal habitat preference induction (NHPI), which occurs when 

experience with a natal habitat increases preference for cues of that habitat (Davis and 

Stamps 2004). Classic NHPI can lead to strong preference for a specific habitat type, or 

even the specific location of natal habitat. This often results in philopatry, i.e. reduced 

dispersal from natal habitat (Stamps and Davis 2006). However, preference for relatively 

novel habitats can increase when experiences in natal habitat are bad (Stamps et al. 

2009). How NHPI affects habitat selection and dispersal decisions has important 

implications for understanding how organisms move and choose to settle across 

heterogeneous landscapes, but whether NHPI can interact with population density to 
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change the form of dispersal decisions remains unexplored (Benard and McCauley 2008; 

Stamps et al 2009). Here we address this conceptual gap by exploring how variation in 

natal habitat quality affects density–dependent dispersal in terms of habitat choice and 

emigration decisions. 

3.3. Methods 

3.3.1. Study Organisms 

The flour beetles Tribolium castaneum and T. confusum are cosmopolitan pests of 

stored dry goods and have been widely used as model organisms to study dispersal 

(Zeigler 1976; Melbourne and Hastings 2009). Flour beetles tend to exhibit positive 

density dependent dispersal, likely to avoid cannibalism on their own offspring and 

because they inhabit ephemeral environments (Zeigler 1976). T. castaneum in particular 

is highly dispersive in nature, and has been shown to assess and avoid patches of low 

quality habitat (Zeigler 1976; Agashe et al. 2011). 

3.3.2. Experimental Setup 

To explore the interactions between natal habitat quality, current habitat quality, 

and density–dependence, we conducted two experiments. In the first, we manipulated 

natal habitat quality and measured density–dependent emigration decisions from high and 

low quality habitats. In the second, we manipulated natal habitat quality and assessed 

habitat choice decisions between high and low quality habitats across a gradient of 

population densities. We manipulated habitat quality by using different kinds of flour. 

Wheat flour (with 5% by mass brewer’s yeast, hereafter high quality habitat) is the 
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optimal habitat for development and survival rates, while oat flour (low quality habitat) 

reduces development and survival significantly for both species (Via 1999; Van Allen 

and Rudolf 2013). Individuals who develop and reproduce in low quality habitat are 

smaller (between 2–10% lighter in body mass depending on species and strain), and have 

fewer, smaller, and more slowly developing offspring. Moving to high quality habitat for 

reproduction ameliorates most of these effects (Van Allen and Rudolf 2013; unplubl. 

data).  

We acquired T. confusum from the United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) Agricultural Research Service station at Kansas State University and T. 

castaneum from the Melbourne Lab at Colorado State University (RR strain). Before 

being used in this experiment we kept beetles on wheat flour in stock containers in heated 

coolers (28–31°C and 15–30% humidity) for at least two generations. We randomly 

collected eggs from these adults to start lab colonies (started with only eggs) in both 

wheat and oat flour. Beetles between one and two weeks past metamorphosis (they do not 

emerge simultaneously, so some variation in age was unavoidable) from these lab 

colonies were used in experimental trials. Experimental habitats (which varied depending 

on the experiment) were placed in heated (30 ⁰C, 30% humidity) climate chambers and 

kept in darkness. Randomly chosen beetles were used as previous work shows that sex 

ratios within populations are 50–50 (Van Allen and Rudolf 2013; upubl. data). All 

analyses were performed in R (Version 2.15.1, R Core Team 2012). 

3.3.3. Emigration Experiment 

To test how natal habitat experience and population density affected adults’ 

choice to emigrate from novel habitat patches, we performed an experiment that 
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factorially manipulated natal habitat, current patch habitat, along a gradient of 

conspecific density. Crossing natal and current habitat resulted in four groups: low 

quality natal habitat and high quality current habitat (LH), high quality natal and high 

quality current habitat (HH), low quality natal and low quality current habitat (LL), and 

high quality natal and low quality current habitat (HL). For these treatments, adults were 

placed into vials (5cm tall, 2.6cm in diameter) containing 8.5 grams of either high or low 

quality habitat at densities of 5, 10, 20, 40, 65, or 90 adults. These combinations of natal 

and current habitat treatments were regressed along the density treatments with two 

replicates of each combination per density, for 2 past x 2 current x 6 densities x 2 

replicates (= 48 experimental units). We treated density as a continuous variable in all 

analyses, so each combination of natal and current habitat treatments is replicated twelve 

times in total. Each vial was fitted with an “emigration apparatus” which consisted of a 

vertical segment of pipe cleaner (6 cm long) placed in the center of the vial. Each 

emigration experiment treatment was set up at 13:30 and after 1.5 hours of 

acclimatization a segment of the emigration apparatus 2.5 cm long was turned 90 degrees 

so that it protruded beyond a vial’s edge, which allowed individuals to climb to the end of 

the pipe cleaner and fall into a capture container. Beetles departing from their local 

habitats were counted as emigrants and removed from the experiment at each check. The 

experiment was thus initiated at 15:00. Further checks occurred approximately every 2 – 

3 hours after with larger breaks between checks during the late night hours. To analyze 

the data, we used nine check times that were in common between all treatments, 30 

minutes, 3.5 hours, 9.5 hours, 23 hours, 27.5 hours, 32.5 hours, 45.5 hours, 48.5 hours 

and 52 hours after the emigration was initiated. Each natal habitat by current habitat 
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treatment had to be set up separately for logistical reasons, but all were conducted during 

a two week period with fresh beetles used in each test. This experiment was carried out 

with T. castaneum only.  

We examined how T. castaneum adults chose to stay in or leave novel habitats 

using two approaches. First we constructed response surfaces showing the shape of 

emigration patterns for each treatment over time and from different initial densities using 

a generalized linear mixed model with binomial errors and fixed effects of natal habitat, 

current habitat, time, initial density and their interactions (package MASS, function 

glmmPQL). An autoregressive error correlation structure and a replicate level random 

effect were included in the model to account for non–independence of repeated measures.  

We also used maximum likelihood model fitting techniques (package bbmle, 

functions mle2 and confint, Gaussian distribution) to fit a mechanistic model for the 

proportion of individuals emigrating over the course of the experiment. The model is: 

 P = β * D
(s+1)

, 

where P is the total proportion emigrating, β is per capita emigration propensity at 

very low density, D is initial population density and s is a shape parameter controlling the 

relationship between density and emigration propensity. The low number of parameters 

in this model allows for more meaningful interpretation of the results, including 

quantification of the shape of the interactions between emigration rate and density. 

Different values of s allow for per capita emigration propensity to increase linearly with 

density (s = 0), increase faster with increasing density (s > 0), saturate towards an 

asymptote as density increases (–1 < s < 0), be independent of density (s = –1), or for per 

capita emigration propensity to decrease with increasing density (s < –1). This simple 
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model is from previous theoretical work on source–sink dispersal rates (Amarasekare 

2004), but we use it in a different sense here to examine individual level rates. 

3.3.4. Habitat Choice Experiment 

To identify how natal habitat experience and current density affect habitat choice, 

we placed T. castaneum or T. confusum from either low or high quality natal habitat into 

round containers (13cm in diameter at the top, 9cm at the base) with equal 18g half 

circles of high and low quality habitat touching in the center. Each of five population 

densities (5, 20, 40, 65 or 90) from each natal habitat type were replicated factorially for 

a total of 2 past habitats x 2 species x 5 densities x 2 replicates of each treatment 

combinations (= 40 experimental units). Density was again treated as a continuous 

variable for this experiment. To initiate the assay, we placed beetles onto the central line 

where the two flours met within each container. After four days, we counted the beetles 

inhabiting each habitat type.  

We tested whether natal habitat quality, density in the current habitat, species 

identity, and their interactions affected the patterns of T. castaneum and T. confusum 

occupancy of high or low quality habitat using a generalized linear model with 

quasibinomial error structure to address overdispersion. The three–way interaction term 

was not significant and the model was re–run without it. 
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3.4. Results 

3.4.1. Emigration Experiment 

Individual propensity to disperse from either high or low quality habitat was 

affected significantly by interactions between natal habitat quality, the quality of current 

habitat, initial density and time (Table 1.). As expected, beetles left low quality current 

habitat more far readily than they left high quality habitat (though this is only signified in 

the model through interactions, Fig. 1). Within this pattern however, there was strong 

evidence that natal habitat quality, through interactions with density, current habitat and 

time, affected emigration rates, resulting in different patterns of emigration for each 

combination of past and current treatment (Fig. 1). The parameters fitted to our 

mechanistic model predict that individuals coming from high quality natal habitat will 

increase emigration from low quality habitat at low density by four fold on average over 

individuals in the same habitat but with low quality natal habitat (Table 2., Fig. 2). 

Changing natal habitat from low to high quality increased emigration rates across all 

densities in high quality habitat (Table 2., Fig. 2). While emigration rates generally 

increased with density, the shape of this relationship was context dependent, contingent 

on the identity of both natal and current habitat (Table 2, Fig. 2). Interestingly, beetles 

transitioning from good natal habitat to bad current habitat showed no density 

dependence in their total emigration but had high emigration at all densities (Table 2, Fig. 

2). It may be important to note that this treatment also exhibited very high variation at 

low densities in comparison to the other treatments (either one or five beetles out of five 

emigrated over 2.5 days; Fig. 2). This is an interesting pattern itself, but it also makes the 
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low density results very noisy. Removing the lowest density results from the experiment 

before fitting the model still results in an s parameter of -0.915 for this treatment and 

even smaller changes to the other treatments, which produces qualitatively similar results 

(see Table 2). These results indicate that emigration decisions are highly context 

dependent, with past and current habitat as well as population density potentially 

affecting the impacts of the other factors. 

 

Table  3-1 GLM results of the emigration experiment. quasibinomial model testing 

whether natal and current habitat as well as initial population density affected per capita 

choice to leave high or low quality current habitat over 52 hours. Coefficients must be 

logit transformed to retrieve proportional estimates of emigration. 

Factor F DF P 

Natal Habitat 2.632 1 0.105 

Current Habitat 106.3 1 <0.001* 

Density 14.541 1 0.000137* 

Time 142.3 1 <0.001* 

Natal:Current 8.817 1 0.00298* 

Natal:Density 8.435 1 0.00368* 

Current:Density 4.787 1 0.0287* 

Natal:Time 0.23 1 0.631 

Current:Time 0.903 1 0.342 

Density:Time 3.549 1 0.0596 

Natal:Current:Density 3.88 1 0.0489* 

Natal:Current:Time 0.0952 1 0.758 

Natal:Density:Time 3.093 1 0.0786 

Current:Density:Time 0.107 1 0.744 

Natal:Current:Density:Time 3.965 1 0.0464* 
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Figure  3-1 Quasibinomial model results showing a surface of the expected proportion of 

T. castaneum adults emigrating over time across different initial densities. Letter 

combinations represent natal then current habitat, so HH is high quality natal and high 

quality current habitat and so on. Note that the y–axis scale varies to display each panel 

with similar detail. 
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Figure  3-2 Lines indicate estimates of (P), the proportion of individuals emigrating  

as predicted by maximum likelihood, for the equation P = β * D(s+1). Symbols indicate 

raw data for final proportions of adult T. castaneum emigrating across initial density. 

Letter combinations represent natal then current habitat, so HH is high quality natal and 

high quality current habitat and so on. Both points for LL, and one each for the other 

treatments lie at 0.2 for a density of five (indicating that one individual emigrated). See 

table 2 for parameters and error estimates. 
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Table  3-2 Maximum likelihood estimated parameters from the emigration experiment  

for the equation P = β * D(s+1) showing the intercept of emigration rate (β), the scaler (s) 

explaining the relationship between increasing density and proportion of emigrating 

individuals (P), and the standard deviation (sd) of P. Treatments are as in Methods, HH is 

high quality natal to high quality current habitat and so on. 

 

Treatments β s sd 

HH 0.00158 0.104 0.0672 

95% CI (0.000129 – 0.00303) (–0.737 – 2.373) (0.0472 – 0.102) 

LH 0.0000312 0.734 0.013 

95% CI (1.36x10
–6

 – 6.13x10
–5

) * (0.00869 – 0.0196) 

LL 0.11 –0.604 0.143 

95% CI (0.0289 – 0.199) (–0.839 – –0.288) (0.1 – 0.227) 

HL 0.524 –1 0.187 

95% CI (0.224 – 0.933) (–1.219 – –0.769) (0.131 – 0.296) 

* β had to be constrained during model fitting to retrieve any 95% CI for s. For β values fixed 

at 1.36x10
–6

 and 6.13x10
–5

  (the upper and lower bounds of its 95% CI), s has all positive 

values in its 95% CIs and thus s is likely significantly higher than 0. 

 

3.4.2. Habitat Choice Experiment 

Habitat choice of both species was significantly influenced by the interaction of 

natal habitat quality and population density (Table 3, Fig. 3). When beetles came from 

high quality natal habitat, they occupied high quality habitat a high proportion of the time 

at low density, but this declined with increasing density such that at the highest densities 

beetles tended to choose low quality habitat (Fig. 3). When beetles came from low quality 

natal habitat however, density had no effect on habitat choice and beetles were more 

evenly spread between habitats at any density, clearly indicating that density–dependent 

habitat choice was context specific (Fig. 3). T. confusum also tended to occupy high 

quality habitat significantly more than T. castaneum did in all cases, but otherwise the 
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two species showed the same general response to natal habitat quality and density (Table 

3, Fig. 3). 

Table  3-3  Choice experiment quasibinomial regression results on the effects of species 

identity (T. castaneum or T. confusum), natal habitat experience, and current population 

density on influencing the choice between good and bad habitat across a density gradient. 

Factor Likelihood–Ratio (χ
2
) DF P 

Species 7.879 1 0.00499* 

Natal Habitat 6.193 1 0.0128* 

Density 9.202 1 0.00242* 

Species:Past 0.077 1 0.781 

Species:Density 0.149 1 0.699 

Natal:Density 6.695 1 0.00967* 

 

 

Figure  3-3 Choice experiment results: Quasibinomial GLM results showing the mean 

proportion (with 1 SE from the mean shown by shaded areas) of adult beetles from low 

(L) or high (H) quality natal habitat choosing high quality habitat at the end of the choice 

experiment. Natal and habitat quality and density interacted to affect both T. castaneum 
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and T. confusum habitat choice, while T. confusum choose high quality habitat 

significantly more often than T. castaneum. 

3.5. Discussion 

Determining how animals use complex information to make dispersal decisions is 

essential to understanding the connection between animal behavior and natural 

community dynamics (Travis et al. 2012). Our results show that natal habitat quality, 

current habitat quality and population density all can interact to produce complicated 

patterns of emigration and habitat choice behavior. Together, our two experiments show 

that natal habitat quality can strongly affect both the habitat selection behavior of 

individuals and how they respond to increasing density of conspecifics during habitat 

selection. Such context dependent emigration and habitat choice behavior has the 

potential to influence the spatial distribution and population dynamics of a species 

(Benard and McCauley 2008; Travis et al. 2012). 

Patterns of density dependent dispersal are important for landscape level 

population and community persistence, but how this interacts with habitat quality is 

poorly known (Amarasekare 2004; Benard and McCauley 2008; Clobert 2009; Travis et 

al. 2012). When emigration rate increases at an accelerating rate with increasing density 

dispersal acts to decrease patch extinction probability, while the opposite is true if 

dispersal rate declines with density (Amarasekare 2004; but see Fowler 2009 for 

exceptions under some conditions). We found that population density interacted with 

natal habitat quality in both of our experiments to produce a variety of patterns of density 

dependent dispersal. Interestingly, although emigration rates typically increased with 
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density, the rate of emigration from low quality habitat was high and completely density–

independent when individuals came from high quality natal habitat (Figs. 2 and 3d).  

Emigration is only one step of dispersal (Bowler and Benton 2005). Our habitat 

choice experiment shows that population density and natal patch quality interactively 

affect not only emigration propensity, but also habitat preference. Beetles from high 

quality natal habitat tended to choose high quality habitat at low conspecific densities, but 

avoided it at high density. Beetles from low quality natal habitat, on the other hand, 

appeared to randomly (or evenly) select habitat. These results could indicate that 

individual needs for space to avoid competition and cannibalism on eggs, perhaps 

recently laid in high quality habitat, outweighed preference for foraging in high quality 

habitat at higher density, but only for individuals raised in high quality habitat. Tribolium 

beetles that develop in low quality natal habitat continue to exhibit high cannibalism rates 

(Van Allen and Rudolf 2013), potentially increasing the danger of crowding even at low 

densities and resulting in an even distribution at all densities. In addition, beetles from 

low quality natal habitat may value high quality habitat more highly as foraging habitat 

due to their decreased body condition. Overall, the choice experiment suggests that the 

effects of past habitat can have lasting, cascading effects on population dynamics, since 

natal habitat quality affects not only the choice to emigrate, but also habitat preference 

once a potential patch is encountered.  

Theory suggests that many animals, from flies to songbirds, will typically prefer 

natal habitat types if available, and only seek novel habitats when natal experiences are 

especially bad (Stamps et al. 2009). The emigration trials present contrasting situations 

which could provide evidence for or against natal habitat preference induction (NHPI) or 
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other kinds of informed dispersal (Clobert et al. 2009). Our results would broadly support 

predictions of NHPI if individuals from a given natal habitat tended to choose that habitat 

more often than individuals from the other natal habitat. Instead, we found that, at most 

densities, individuals from low quality natal habitat tended, if anything, to stay in either 

kind of current habitat more than individuals from high quality natal habitat (Fig 2).  This 

pattern could result from beetles using information in a different way, as this pattern 

indicates that beetles which experienced both habitats tended to choose to avoid low 

quality habitat by either staying in high or leaving low quality habitats more often than 

beetles which had only experienced one habitat type. How individuals measure and 

respond to the direct and indirect costs of dispersal is expected to shape dispersal 

behavior and evolution (Bonte et al. 2012; Travis et al. 2012). Here, we present some 

evidence that the way beetles measured these costs from staying or leaving in a certain 

habitat was affected by their experience level with other habitat types. However, beetles 

which develop in high quality habitat additionally have better body condition than 

individuals which develop in low quality habitat (Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). Thus, the 

patterns of emigration we find could also be related to differences in body condition 

between individuals from different natal habits, which could affect the costs of dispersal 

(Bowler and Benton 2005; Bonte and de la Pena 2009; Benton and Bowler 2012). 

Our results expand on previous work by demonstrating that natal habitat quality 

affects density–dependent dispersal decisions. Theory predicts that natal habitat effects 

could drive patterns of species abundance and movement across landscapes with variable 

habitat quality (Fowler 2005; Benard and McCauley 2008; Clobert et al. 2009). 

Additionally, the form and rate of density dependent dispersal is important for multi–
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patch population and community dynamics (Amarasekare 2004; Leibold et al. 2004; 

Fowler 2009). We show that natal habitat effects can alter both the rate and form of 

density dependent dispersal, which can have fundamental implications for population 

dynamics (Benard and McCauley 2008; Travis et al. 2012). For models predicting the 

spread of species over landscapes with variable habitat quality, natal habitat experiences 

which alter dispersal behavior should be accounted for as they could have large effects on 

spread, settlement patterns, and population persistence. 
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Chapter 4 

Carry-over effects in the community: 

natal origins of two competitors drive 

context dependent competitive 

outcomes 

4.1. Abstract 

The phenotype of adults can be strongly influenced by the environmental 

conditions encountered during development. When habitat quality varies, these “carry-

over effects” of natal habitat quality are ubiquitous in plant and animal taxa. Carry-over 

effects can alter population dynamics across many species, however, how carry-over 

effects influence community interactions and dynamics is poorly understood. Using a 

combination of experiments and theory, we show that carry-over effects of natal habitat 

quality altered the strength and dynamics of species interactions. These changes in 

interactions led to differences in competitive dominance and the extinction risk of species 
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within and across two habitat types. Interestingly, carry-over effects influenced 

community dynamics more strongly than they influenced single species population 

dynamics. Given that carry-over effects are common in nature, their role in generating 

context dependent outcomes of species interactions demonstrates that they may be a 

structuring force in natural communities.  

4.2. Introduction 

Identifying which factors determine the coexistence or exclusion of interacting 

species has been a perennial challenge in ecology (Elton 1946; Huston 1979; Chesson 

2000). Classical theory often assumes that an understanding of the mean of species traits 

in the local environment is sufficient for predicting community structure and dynamics 

(MacArthur 1955; Hutchinson 1959). Yet community ecologists increasingly find that 

variation within species has the potential to alter population dynamics and species 

interactions (Miner et al. 2005; Bolnick et al. 2011; Miller and Rudolf 2011; Pruitt 2012; 

Violle et al. 2012; Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). One source of intraspecific variation 

comes from early life experiences of individuals which change their traits for a lifetime 

(Pechenick 2006; Marshall 2008; Monaghan 2008).Theory predicts that these natal 

habitat effects on individual phenotype can affect community dynamics in heterogeneous 

environments (Benard and McCauley 2008). However, experimental work exploring the 

influence of natal habitat effects on species interactions and coexistence is lacking. 

Carry-over effects of past environmental conditions on adult phenotype are 

ubiquitous (Pechenick 2006; Monaghan et al. 2008; Bonduriansky and Day 2009; 
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Harrison et al. 2010). The phenotype of individuals is shaped by the conditions they 

experienced during their development. When these individuals move to a new location, 

they carry-over some portion of these traits (Benard and McCauley 2008). Such 

environmental carry-over effects can arise through constraints on development, such as 

those caused by nutrient stress or poor weather conditions, or through adaptive plasticity, 

such as behaviors for making the best of a particular environment (Monaghan 2008; 

Harrison et al. 2010). Carry-over effects occur in virtually all organisms studied across 

many phyla, from bryozoans and birds to frogs and elephants and continue to affect their 

performance in novel environments through their lives (Van Allen et al. 2010; Harrison et 

al. 2010; Burgess and Marshall 2011; Lee et al. 2013). 

Increasing evidence indicates that carry-over effects can alter population 

dynamics by affecting traits such as fecundity, survival and intraspecific interactions 

(Plaistow et al. 2006; Betini et al. 2013; Van Allen and Rudolf 2013), but little is known 

about how they might affect species interactions. Carry-over effects can alter many key 

life history traits such as survival, fecundity, diet, predation rates, dispersal propensity, 

anti-predator traits and more (Rossiter 1996; Beckerman et al. 2003; Pechenik 2006; 

Touchon et al. 2013; Van Allen and Bhavsar 2014). Many of these traits are also 

important for species interactions such as competition suggesting that carry-over effects 

could alter the strength and dynamics of competitive interactions and thereby change the 

conditions for coexistence or exclusion of interacting species.  

We tested the hypothesis that carry-over effects could alter competition in a 

significant way using a combination of a multi-generational experiment and modelling. 

We show that environmental carry-over effects dramatically altered competitive 
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dynamics and dominance for two species of flour beetles (Tribolium), and that the 

direction and strength of effects was driven by the interplay between past and current 

habitats. These results provide evidence that carry-over effects can lead to context 

dependent changes in the outcome of species interactions and community structure. 

Given that carry-over effects are ubiquitous in heterogeneous landscapes, our results 

provide a mechanism that could help explain variation in the structure of natural 

communities. 

4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Study Species 

The flour beetles Tribolium castaneum and Tribolium confusum are cosmopolitan 

pests of stored grains and dry goods. Tribolium species have typical holometabolous 

beetle life cycles in which larvae hatch from eggs, go through a larval stage before 

pupating, and finally emerge as adults. The pre-adult portion of the life cycle takes 

approximately a month. Adults begin to senesce after approximately three months but can 

live much longer under some conditions (Walter 1990). The entire life cycle takes place 

in milled flour, under decaying tree bark or in almost any dried good (Zeigler 1976). In 

addition to dry goods, adults and larvae of both species readily consume conspecific and 

heterospecific eggs and pupae. Interactions between T. castaneum and T. confusum have 

provided some of the first and most influential examples of competitive exclusion in 

multicellular organisms (Park 1948; Park et al. 1964; Wade 1990). This research has 

revealed that the outcome of competition between the species can be mediated by a 
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number of factors including temperature, humidity, parasites, genotypes, habitat quality 

and the initial density of both species (Park et al. 1964; Leslie et al. 1968; Nathanson 

1975). In the absence of parasites, and under appropriate habitat and environmental 

temperature and humidity conditions, T. castaneum is typically a superior competitor to 

T. confusum unless T. confusum has a substantial initial numerical advantage (Park 1948; 

Leslie et al. 1968). 

The type (quality) of flour habitat which larvae experience strongly influences 

larval development and the phenotypes of adults. Wheat media (94.5% organic white 

flour, 5% brewer’s yeast, and 0.5% fumagillin B mixture) represents the standard high 

quality habitat. In contrast, oat media (99.5% organic oat flour and 0.5% fumagillin B 

mixture) is a relatively low quality habitat for both species of flour beetle (Via 1991). In 

both media, Fumagillin B was added to prevent epidemics of pathogenic fungal parasites. 

Recent studies indicate that the phenotypic changes caused by development on one or the 

other flour type can lead to long lasting carry-over effects which alter the behavior and 

population dynamics of flour beetles in other flour types (Van Allen and Rudolf 2013; 

Van Allen and Bhavsar 2014). Following the methods of these studies we used these two 

flour types: “wheat” and “oat” to serve as “high” and “low” quality habitats.  

We acquired T. confusum from the United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) Agricultural Research Service station at Kansas State University and T. 

castaneum from B. Melbourne at the University of Colorado (RR strain). Before being 

used in this experiment we kept beetle stocks on wheat flour in environmental chambers 

(28-31°C and 10-30% humidity) for at least two generations to acclimatize them to 
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laboratory conditions. We collected eggs from these adults to start lab colonies in both 

wheat and oat flour. 

4.3.2. Experimental Design 

To explore the implications of carry-over effects for competitive interactions, we 

conducted a factorial experiment manipulating the natal (past) and current habitat quality 

for both of our study species. To parameterize a dynamic model (see below) and directly 

observe how carry-over effects altered population and community dynamics, we 

performed an experiment with each species separately and with both together. We did 

this for each species separately to quantify their population dynamics and vital rates 

given an absence of competition. We additionally performed a competition experiment to 

find interspecific competition coefficients and to directly evaluate how carry-over effects 

influence competitive dynamics. Both single and two-species current habitat venues 

consisted of clear plastic vials filled with 6g. of either oat or wheat flour held in 

environmental chambers (29-31°C and 25-30% humidity, constant darkness).  

4.3.2.1. Single-species Treatment 

We set up single species populations for each species to quantify population 

dynamics and estimate demographic rates in the absence of inter-specific competition. 

We haphazardly selected adults less than a month old from oat and wheat stock colonies. 

We added two males and two females, from either wheat or oat flour, into either wheat or 

oat flour to produce 2 (past habitat quality, oat vs. wheat) x 2 (current habitat quality, oat 
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vs. wheat) factorial single species treatments. We replicated each single species treatment 

four times, for 32 total experimental populations, (16 per species). 

4.3.2.2. Interspecific Competition Treatment 

We estimated how carry-over effects changed the competitive dynamics and 

coexistence conditions for T. castaneum and T. confusum by independently manipulating 

the current habitat (i.e. habitat in which competition took place) and natal habitat (i.e. 

habitat in which individuals developed) of both species. We generated carry-over effects 

by performing the same cross between oat and wheat flour as in the controls, but for both 

species resulting in a 2x2x2 set of natal and current habitat combinations (2 natal habitats 

for T. castaneum x 2 natal habitats for T. confusum x 2 current habitat patch qualities). 

This design allowed us to examine how carry-over effects on two species affect dynamics 

across two contexts of current environmental quality. 

 Because the relative initial densities of both species are known to influence 

competitive outcomes in this system, we set up two gradients of initial density within 

these eight habitat combinations to better infer changes to competitive coefficients and 

coexistence (Leslie et al. 1968; Inouye 2001). The first density gradient held T. 

castaneum density constant at four individuals and varied T. confusum density across 4, 

8, 16, 24, 32, 40, and 64 adult beetles. The second gradient held T. confusum density 

constant at eight, but varied T. castaneum density across 4, 8 or 16 beetles. These 

gradients were established based on information from previous works. The gradient 

varying T. castaneum density was established because we expected T. confusum to 

perform relatively better in low quality habitat, though by how much we did not know 
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(Nathanson 1975). The gradient varying T. confusum density was based on previous 

studies which showed that T. castaneum is a superior competitor in wheat flour but that 

T. confusum can gain a density advantage sufficient to exclude T. castaneum at the higher 

end of their 4 to 64 density gradient (Leslie et al. 1968). This tipping point in the 

competitive interactions between species could allow us to determine whether carry-over 

effects change the relative importance of initial density for competitive dynamics.  Note 

that one initial density combination, four T. castaneum and eight T. confusum, exists in 

both gradients leaving a total of nine combinations. To reduce stochastic variation in sex 

ratio, up to the first eight beetles of each species entering an experimental replicate were 

an even mix of male and female beetles with the remainder randomly selected. In total, 

this resulted in 2 current habitat qualities x 2 natal habitat qualities for T. castaneum x 2 

natal habitat qualities T. confusum x 9 density combinations which we replicated twice 

for a total of 144 populations. Both single species and interspecific competition 

treatments were setup simultaneously. 

4.3.2.3. Dynamic Model 

To gain further insights into how carry-over effects altered vital rates, competitive 

coefficients and coexistence conditions we used the experimental data to parameterize a 

two species competition version of a modified Ricker model previously used in Van 

Allen and Rudolf (2013): 

                         
                (1a) 

                           
                (1b) 
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The number of new recruits into the adult stage at time step t+1 (for species i) is 

determined by 1) the recruitment rate bi of species i, which is reduced by 2) cannibalism 

(cii) by species i, or 3) predation (cij) by species j. bi represents the product of fecundity 

and density independent juvenile survival probability. (1-µit) is the survival probability of 

adults. Short term Tribolium population dynamics in confined environments are 

determined by two general processes, the balance of juvenile production and predation on 

eggs and pupae by adults and large larvae (Park et al. 1965). The growth and competitive 

terms in this model represent this balance. Adult mortality, which increases as cohorts of 

individuals age, reduces population size until a balance between production of new adults 

and mortality is eventually reached. We modelled adult mortality (µit) using a Cox-

hazards model (Anderson and Gill 1982): 

        (2) 

 

The adult mortality rate at a given time step (µt) starts at rate h which increases by 

an exponentiated term β with time.  

 

4.3.3. Experimental Methods 

All control and competition populations were checked every 30 days. During each 

check, all stages of the Tribolium life cycle were examined to ensure that no parasites 

were affecting the population. We counted mature adults of each species since larvae, 

pupae and eggs are difficult to identify. Dead adults were counted and removed and all 

other individuals were placed back into their containers with fresh flour. This census 
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protocol allowed us to estimate population sizes, recruitment rates into the adult stage and 

death rates of adult flour beetles of both species. Six checks were performed during the 

single species and competition experiments, allowing for roughly six generations in 

wheat flour and three to four generations in oat flour 

4.3.4. Analysis 

To investigate the importance of carry-over effects for the population dynamics 

and competitive performance of species across our two current habitat types we examined 

mean population abundances across the last four months of both single and multi-species 

experiments. We also examined mortality rates and differences in extinction risk. For all 

statistical tests we removed non-significant higher order interactions until at least one 

significant effect remained at that order of interaction. Using these data, we 

parameterized a dynamic model of flour beetle competition with and without carry-over 

effects, which allowed us to generate hypotheses about the long-term influence of carry-

over effects on competitive dynamics. 

4.3.4.1. Single Species Population Dynamics 

While we performed the single species population experiments for each species 

primarily to model single species vital rates and competition terms (see model fitting), we 

can also examine them to see if carry-over effects had a lasting influence on dynamics. 

To find whether carry-over effects significantly influenced long-term density dynamics 

we compared the log-transformed mean of the final four months of adult abundance for 
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each species separately using generalized linear models (GLMs). For each model, we fit 

fixed effects of natal habitat quality (two levels) and current habitat quality (two levels). 

4.3.4.2. Competitive Population Dynamics 

For each species, we first tested for carry-over effects on their population 

dynamics in competitive (two species) communities using GLMs, fit separately for each 

species, with fixed effects of the natal habitat, the current habitat type, the initial density 

of T. confusum (along the gradient holding T. castaneum density constant at four), the 

initial density of T. castaneum (along the gradient holding T. confusum density constant 

at eight) and all interactions. To focus on only how our treatments influenced long-term 

trends in density, we took the mean of the pooled last four months of adult density 

measurements, log-transformed it, and fit this single mean for each population to our 

GLMs..Both density gradients were treated as continuous variables. Since they are not 

factorial, the interaction between density gradients could not be examined. Significant 

differences in the intercepts or slope across a density gradient between treatments with 

different natal habitats of either species indicate a significant influence of carry-over 

effects on community dynamics.  

4.3.4.3. Extinction Risk 

During the course of the experiment several extinctions were observed when both 

species were present in oat flour. T. castaneum was the species that went extinct in all of 

these cases, and only when starting at a density of four adults. To determine whether 

carry-over effects and/or the competitor’s initial density influenced the probability of 
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extinction during the experiment we performed logistic regression with each species’ 

natal habitat and the initial density of T. confusum as fixed effects.  

4.3.4.4. Model Fitting 

First, we fit equation (1) to the population dynamics of each single species 

treatment population. This allowed us to quantify the recruitment rate (bi) and 

intraspecific competition coefficients (cii) in the absence of interspecific competition. We 

used these rates to estimate the negative effect of interspecific competition (cij), which is 

reflected in the difference between each two-species treatment and its corresponding 

single species population. To do this, for each species in each of the eight interspecific 

competition treatments, we fit the interspecific competition coefficients of the competing 

species (cij) while using the parameters estimated from the respective single species 

treatment for the focal species (bi  and cii). We fit the competition and control models 

using a log-link and normally distributed maximum likelihood since the response variable 

was continuous. To account for variation in mortality rates between replicates, we fit 

models using the observed (raw) mortality data from each individual population. Instead 

of multiplying Nit by (1-µit), we subtracted the count of observed dead adults from Nit for 

each population at each time step. 

To estimate µit, we fit the proportional mortality of mature adults for each species 

in each treatment of both the control and competition experiments to equation (2). All T. 

castaneum populations in the controls and competitive communities exhibited increasing 

mortality for the first four months of the experiment, and then reached an equilibrium 

mortality rate. We accounted for this threshold from exponentially increasing mortality in 
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the first four time step to nearly flat mortality rates with time beyond that point by fitting 

the mortality function twice. First for the initial four time steps while mortality increased, 

then second for the fourth to sixth time steps where mortality did not increase as the first 

four time steps would predict. The same parameters were estimated at each side of this 

mortality rate threshold resulting in two parameterization of the mortality function for T. 

castaneum populations. T. confusum populations never reached an equilibrium mortality 

rate during the course of the experiment, so we only fit the mortality model once across 

all time steps. We used binomially distributed maximum likelihood to fit mortality rates.  

4.3.4.5. Phase Plane Analysis 

To explore how carry-over effects altered processes of coexistence and exclusion, 

we used equation (1), parameterized as in model fitting above, to generate phase planes 

of the hypothesized outcome of competition across various initial density combinations 

of each species. To do this we ran simulations of competition allowing for rates (uit) to 

vary with time during the first six months then fixing mortality at the sixth time step level 

from then on. Mortality rates of both species are very likely to change over periods of 

time beyond our experimental duration (as could any other vital rates or competitive 

parameters, but mortality in particular is dynamic). As a result our constructed phase 

planes show a hypothesis of possible future dynamics and a visual depiction of the 

strength of carry-over effects on influencing each species model parameters during the 

experiment. Our experience with the strains of beetle we are using indicates that T. 

castaneum mortality should fluctuate around a more stable level similar to their 

equilibrium rates observed in this experiment for some time beyond the sixth month, 
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while T. confusum mortality may increase slightly. With these assumptions on mortality, 

T. castaneum may perform more dominantly across phase planes if T. confusum mortality 

increases. We ran these simulations until exclusion or coexistence was obtained across 

each integer combination of initial densities for each species from one to 60 (3600 total 

simulations) in oat and from one to 100 (10,000 total simulations) in wheat current 

habitats since equilibrium population sizes are larger in wheat. All analyses were 

performed in R (Version 2.15.1, R Core Team 2012). We used the functions ‘mle2’ and 

‘confint’ in the R package bbmle for maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters 

and the R package lattice for phase planes. 

4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Single Species Population Experiment 

 Single species population dynamics during the experiment revealed that both 

species tended to reach a much higher population size in wheat than in oat (Figure 5 

supplement). T. confusum also reached larger population sizes in oat than T. castaneum, 

the smallest average T. confusum oat population over the final four months was over 

twice the size of the largest T. castaneum oat population, with 55 compared to 24.5 

beetles. We additionally examined each species population dynamics for a lasting 

influence of carry-over effects on population density, which would be indicated by 

significant past habitat terms in GLMs. Current habitat quality was the only factor still 

affecting T. castaneum population dynamics after the first three months (Past LR Chi-sq 

= 0.0, P = 0.998; Current LR Chi-sq = 270.152; P < 0.001; Past by Present LR Chi-sq = 
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1.539, P = 0.215). Similarly, current habitat quality was the only factor still affecting T. 

confusum population dynamics beyond the first three months as well (Past LR Chi-sq = 

1.313, P = 0.252; Current LR Chi-sq = 68.675; P < 0.001; Past by Present LR Chi-sq = 

0.103, P = 0.748). These results indicate that carry-over effects did not significantly 

influence single species dynamics during the later months of the experiment. 

4.4.2. Competition Experiment 

Similar to our single species treatment, we examined the mean population size 

over the final four months of dynamics for each species in the competition experiment to 

see if carry–over effects influenced their mean densities. Intercept densities represent the 

influence of past and current habitat for both species on the focal species in the absence 

of initial density effects, which accounted for by the slope terms. Significant influences 

of past habitat quality in GLM results are evidence for an influence of carry-over effects 

on competitive dynamics.  

Tribolium castaneum density during the last four months varied significantly 

depending on influences from past and current habitat, as well as both species initial 

density gradients (Table 1, Fig. 1a-c). If the current habitat was oat flour, then either 

species coming from wheat natal habitat promoted T. castaneum intercept density, and 

both species coming from wheat natal habitat joined to increase it approximately twice as 

much (Table 1. Fig. 1a). Thus either species coming from wheat natal habitat had effects 

on competition which benefited T. castaneum at lower densities. This suggests that 

coming from wheat natal habitat benefits T. castaneum competitive ability. Conversely, it 

suggests that coming from oat natal habitat benefits T. confusum competitive ability. The 
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slope of T. castaneum mean population size with increasing T. confusum initial density 

mirrored the intercept pattern in reverse, with the steepest decline when both species 

came from wheat natal habitat (Fig. 1b). This suggests that another factor besides per-

capita competitive ability could be contributing to dynamics at higher initial densities of 

T. confusum, although it also is true that it is not possible for very low intercepts to have 

steep negative slopes here (i.e. the T. castaneum OOO treatment Fig. 1a and b). 

Interactions between natal and current habitats indicate that this pattern did not hold, and 

was even partially reversed in wheat flour current habitats (Table 1. Fig. 1a and b). 

Tribolium castaneum performed particularly well in high quality habitat, with mean 

intercept population sizes in wheat almost five times larger than those in oat (Table 1. 

Figure 1a). These results clearly indicate an influence of carry-over effects on 

competitive dynamics, as the effects of competition generally differed, especially in oat 

current habitat, if the natal habitat of either or both species was different than the current 

habitat.  

Mean T. confusum density over the last four months varied among treatments as 

well, but the patterns of effects were not as strong or complex (Table 1. Fig. 1 d-f). The 

only direct impact of carry-over effects on T. confusum here was a reduction in T. 

confusum adult intercept density when T. castaneum came from wheat natal habitat 

(Table 2). Across all treatments, T. confusum intercept population size was on average 

over one third lower when T. castaneum came from wheat natal habitat, again suggesting 

that T. castaneum from wheat gain a competitive advantage (Fig. 1d). Interestingly, T. 

confusum mean density was not significantly affected by which current habitat it was in 

or carry-over effects of its own past (Table 2). However, the influence of T. confusum 
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natal habitat quality on their competitor’s dynamics suggests that they were a 

significantly better competitor when coming from oat, at least at low initial densities 

(Table 1). These results that each species reduced the population size of the other when 

coming from a particular natal habitat indicate that carry-over effects can significantly 

alter interspecific interactions as well as intraspecific interactions. In comparison to 

single species treatments which showed no influence of carry-over effects on their final 

four months population sizes, competition treatments showed strong influences of carry-

over effects persisting to alter competitive dynamics and population sizes through the 

experiment. 
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Figure  4-1 GLM results of the time-averaged last four months of each species 

competitive dynamics depicting model fits at intercepts (A and D) and for slope (log-

transformed so 1= a flat slope, >1 = positive and <1= negative) across initial T. confusum 

(B and E) or T. castaneum (C and F)  density. Panels A, B, and C on the left display T. 

castaneum results while panels E, F, and G on the right show T. confusum results. Three 

letter codes along x-axis display natal (past) and current habitat for each treatment, O = 

oat flour and W = wheat flour.  
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Table  4-1 Generalized linear model of the relationship between the time averaged 

abundance of adult Tribolium castaneum during the competition experiment and the natal 

habitats of both T. castaneum and T. confusum as well as their initial densities and the 

current habitat type. Analysis of deviance table using type three sums of squares. 

Factor  LR χ
2
 P 

T. cas Natal Habitat 5.559 0.018* 

T. con Natal Habitat 5.096 0.024* 

Current Habitat 42.37 <0.001* 

Initial T. con Density (InCon) 3.170 0.075 

Initial T. cas Density (InCas) 8.157
 

0.004* 

T. cas Natal: T. con Natal 0.048 0.826 

T. cas Natal: Current 3.400 0.065 

T. con Natal: Current 7.558 0.006* 

T. cas Natal: InCon 4.632 0.031* 

T. con Natal: InCon 2.663 0.103 

Current: InCon 0.160 0.690 

T. cas Natal: InCas 0.885 0.347 

T. con Natal: InCas 1.431 0.231 

Current: InCas 2.193 0.139 

T. cas:T. con Natal: Current 2.181 0.140 

T. cas:T. con Natal: InCon  0.558 0.455 

T. cas Natal: Current: InCon 3.250 0.071 

T. con Natal: Current: InCon 6.421
 

0.011* 

T. cas:T. con Natal: InCas  0.312 0.577 

T. cas Natal: Current: InCas 0.148 0.701 

T. con Natal: Current: InCas 1.921 0.166 

N =  144  
* indicates significance at P < 0.05 
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Table  4-2 Generalized linear model of the relationship between the time averaged 

abundance of adult Tribolium confusum during the competition experiment and the natal 

habitats of both T. castaneum and T. confusum as well as their initial densities and the 

current habitat type. Analysis of deviance table using type three sums of squares. 

Factor  LR χ
2
 P 

T. cas Natal Habitat 6.648 0.01* 

T. con Natal Habitat 0.198 0.656 

Current Habitat 3.330 0.068 

Initial T. con Density (InCon) 26.25 <0.001* 

Initial T. cas Density (InCas) 13.35
 

<0.001* 

T. cas Natal: T. con Natal 0.263 0.608 

T. cas Natal: Current 0.224 0.635 

T. con Natal: Current 3.703 0.054 

T. cas Natal: InCon 3.42 0.064 

T. con Natal: InCon 0.157 0.692 

Current: InCon 0.11 0.74 

T. cas Natal: InCas 1.77 0.183 

T. con Natal: InCas 0.795 0.373 

Current: InCas 7.828 0.005* 

N = 144   
* indicates significance at P < 0.05 

 

4.4.3. Extinction Risk 

Tribolium castaneum populations in oat flour and starting at a density of four 

adults went extinct in 17 replicates during the experiment. These extinctions were not 

random, as logistic regression showed that extinctions were 2.2 times more likely when 

the competitor, T. confusum, came from wheat natal habitat (z = 2.075, P = 0.038, Fig. 2). 

Increasing initial density of T. confusum coming from wheat natal habitat also 

contributed to a more rapid decline in T. castaneum population size in the final four 

months of the experiment GLM (Table 1, Fig. 1b). This indicates that high mortality rates 
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may have altered T. castaneum population dynamics in these treatments. Carry-over 

effects in one species thus led to an increase in the extinction risk for a second species. 

 

Figure  4-2 Mean (± 1 SE) Tribolium castaneum extinction rates in oat flour as predicted 

by logistic regression. Note that the predicted values are identical (to three decimal 

places) to the actual extinction rates in all treatments. 

 

4.4.4. Dynamic Modelling 

Fitting equations (1a) and (1b) revealed subtle differences in estimated 

competition coefficients within habitats (i.e. driven by carry-over effects), and usually 

much larger differences in coefficients between habitats (likely due to habitat specific 

performance) (Table 3). The estimated competition parameters we present here provide a 
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more dynamic and mechanistic view of the competitive interactions during the 

experiment which we can compare to our other results. Fitting equation (2) revealed 

extensive variation in Tribolium castaneum death rates across the experiment. 

Interestingly, death rates in competition treatments in oat flour are generally higher than 

in the single species treatment, but highest when T. confusum came from wheat natal 

habitat (Table 3, Fig. 6 supplement). This result provides a process to explain patterns of 

T. castaneum extinction during the experiment. Death rates were much lower for T. 

confusum during the experiment, but still increased relative to the single species 

treatment (Fig. 6 supplement). This suggest that carry-over effects can influence 

competitive interactions through both numerical and per-capita effects. 

Table  4-3 Parameters for equations (1) estimated using maximum likelihood. Some 

parameters (b and cii) were estimated from single species treatments, so values will be 

identical within a current habitat and the same natal habitat for a particular species. R
2
 

values are for equation (3) compared to actual mean experimental competitive dynamics. 

T. cas Natal O O W W O O W W 

T. conf. Natal O W O W O W O W 

Current: O O O O W W W W 

Tribolium b 2.625 2.625 4.435 4.435 14.49 14.19 17.67 17.67 

castaneum cii 0.146 0.146 0.147 0.147 0.052 0.052 0.06 0.06 

 cij 0.314 0.271 0.371 0.343 1.144 1.517 1.375 1.219 

 R
2
  0.896 0.766 0.64 0.652 0.712 0.387 0.58 0.611 

Tribolium b 4.21 4.376 4.21 4.376 15.39 19.69 15.39 19.69 

confusum cii 0.067 0.061 0.067 0.061 0.055 0.055 0.055 0.055 

 cij 0.11 0.054 0.09 0.071 0.087 0.064 0.072 0.109 

 R
2 

0.894 0.905 0.913 0.928 0.706 0.805 0.745 0.823 

Tribolium Early h 0.028 0.007 0.027 0.02 0.005 0.008 0.013 0.011 

castaneum Early β 0.529 0.907 0.537 0.699 1.009 0.931 0.792 0.827 

 Late h 0.275 0.127 0.086 0.159 0.191 0.436 0.241 0.41 

 Late β -0.02 0.189 0.231 0.175 0.1 -0.062 0.056 -0.076 

Tribolium h 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.003 0.003 0.007 0.003 

confusum β 0.373 0.907 0.231 0.399 0.568 0.573 0.225 0.589 
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Phase plane analysis shows that carry-over effects can fundamentally alter 

predictions of competitive dominance and thereby the outcomes of competition. Carry-

over effects influenced whether model parameters by the end of the experiment produced 

competitive equilibria which were always stable (i.e. one species always dominates), or 

unstable (initial density could alter which species dominates). According to these 

equilibria, if T. confusum from wheat natal habitat enters oat current habitat, while T. 

castaneum enters from oat natal habitat, T. castaneum is doomed to extinction at any 

initial density up to approximately three times the T. castaneum single species 

equilibrium (Fig. 3, Fig. 5 supplement). The other seven treatments contain unstable 

equilibria allowing for whichever species has the appropriate numerical advantage to 

eventually exclude the other. Thus carry-over effects influenced whether only one or both 

species could possibly dominate a given habitat. Given our caveats from the methods 

section, this is clearly evidence that carry-over effect had strong influences on dynamics 

for the first six months of competition. However, dynamics beyond the time duration of 

the experiment are likely to shift the relative zones of dominance for each species. 

The shape and area of the zones of competitive dominance for one or the other 

species vary considerably within the multiple unstable equilibria existing in a single 

current habitat as well (Fig. 3). This shows that carry-over effects altered the parameter 

space for a dominant competitor to emerge during the experiment. For example, coming 

from wheat as opposed to oat natal habitat benefits T. castaneum immensely in oat 
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current habitat (Fig. 3 bottom vs. top oat current habitat panels). Coming from wheat 

natal habitat also benefited T. confusum in oat current habitat (Fig. 3 right vs. left oat 

current habitat panels). Additionally, when in wheat current habitat, when either species 

come from oat natal habitat, it performs relatively better than when coming from wheat 

current habitat (for T. confusum Fig. 3 left vs. right current wheat panels, and for T. 

castaneum Fig. 3 top vs. bottom current wheat panels) Thus, carry-over effects altered the 

dynamics of competition enough to dramatically shift regions of predicted species 

dominance within both habitats by the end of the experiment. 
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Figure  4-3 Phase plane predictions of how carry-over effects influence the outcome of  

competition across two environments and a range of initial densities. Colors region show 

where initial conditions (see axes) will lead to dynamics in which one species will 

exclude the other and dominate the habitat patch. T. confusum is dominant in gray areas, 

while T. castaneum is dominant in white areas. Dark grey points show the initial density 

setup of the competition experiment. The highest initial density for T. confusum in the 

competition experiment (64) beyond the y-axis range in the oat current habitat plot. Two 

letter codes indicate the natal habitat of T. castaneum above, and of T. confusum below.  

4.5. Discussion 

Carry-over effects are ubiquitous among animals and their ability to affect 

population dynamics has been well documented. Here we show that carry-over effects of 

past environmental quality can fundamentally alter the dynamics and outcome of 

interspecific competition in a Tribolium system. In particular we found that carry-over 

effects in one species led to a more than doubling of the extinction probability of their 

competitor, but effects were contingent on current habitat. Furthermore, single species 

populations showed no significant signature of carry-over effects after the first few 

generations in a new environment, while carry-over effects continued to influence the 

dynamics of competitive communities through many generations during the experiment. 

These results suggest that carry-over effects have the potential to have stronger effects at 

the community than at the population level. 

The broad patterns observed in populations density and extinction rates with our 

GLM analyses were driven by the interplay between numerical and per-capita effects. 

Both species per-capita interaction effects were altered by carry-over effects to produce 

strong patterns in the results. For example, T. confusum coming from oat natal habitat 
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display interspecific competitive ability in oat flour that is 60% higher than T. confusum 

originating in wheat natal habitat, which allowed them to suppress T. castaneum 

population growth in oat flour (Fig. 1a, Table 3). However, T. confusum from wheat natal 

habitat in the same oat current habitat caused high mortality rates for T. castaneum, 

leading to extinction in many replicates, despite being relatively poor competitors (Fig. 2, 

Table 3). Interactions between numerical effects of fecundity and per-capita rates of 

competitive ability and mortality were also affected by carry-over effects to alter 

community dynamics. For example, GLM results show that T. confusum population size 

suffered when T. castaneum came from wheat natal habitat (Table 2). The coefficients for 

equation 3a show that T. castaneum from wheat natal habitat have increased fecundity 

and, in oat flour current habitat, increased interspecific competitive ability as well, 

though T. castaneum had high interspecific competitive ability in all cases (Table 3). 

Thus, T. confusum was still able to perform well at low initial density in oat flour when T. 

castaneum came from oat natal habitat because T. castaneum was unable to generate 

enough recruits for their high per-capita effects to matter. In the case of both species 

coming from oat flour, the high interspecific interactions coefficient of T. confusum made 

extra certain that T. castaneum population would not significantly increase. These 

combinations of effects on adult recruitment and survival led to interactions which could 

nearly or completely exclude one species from a habitat patch under any initial densities 

(i.e. Fig. 3b and h), to cases where either species could become the dominant competitor 

across wide ranges of initial conditions (i.e. Fig. 3c and e). 

These same kinds of numerical and per-capita effects could easily play out in 

many natural systems where carry-over effects occur. Fecundity and survival are two 
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traits which are frequently altered by carry-over effects among many species, including 

those which do may have as intense of interspecific interactions as our cannibalistic and 

predatory flour beetles (Beckerman et al. 2003; Norris et al. 2004; Reid et al. 2007; 

Harrison et al. 2010; Benard and Maher 2011). If any density mediated interactions occur 

within or between populations in a community, then variation in fecundity and mortality 

are both likely to cascade across generations and could influence community structure 

(Beckerman et al. 2002; Schrieber and Rudolf 2008; Miller and Rudolf 2011). While 

complex community structures and natural variation could muddle the influence of carry-

over effects, they are ubiquitous among living organisms, and likely fall in the group of 

effects which would be missed in an error term unless one looked for them. 

One reason carry-over effects could be difficult to distinguish but still may have 

powerful effects is that their influences could come through subtle pathways of 

interactions. For example, good body condition gained by developing in high quality 

habitat often increases fecundity, maternal provisioning of offspring and offspring growth 

rate in most later environments (Prout and McChesney 1985; Benton et al. 2005; Räsänen 

and Kruuk 2007; Monaghan 2008). This often should increase population growth, but 

when stage structured interactions occur and timing with the life histories of potential 

competitors and predators is important, results may vary (Miller and Rudolf 2011; 

Rasmussen et al. 2014). In our experimental system, developing in oat flour increases T. 

castaneum adult cannibalism even after switching to a new habitat (Van Allen and 

Rudolf 2013). In a single population setting, under controlled conditions, increases in 

growth rate and increased interspecific interaction strength (i.e. higher cannibalism rate) 

have fairly predictable effects (Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). For flour beetles, variation 
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in both species development rate could have large effects on interactions if a developing 

cohort of larvae “hit” or “miss” the other species is in a vulnerable window of 

development. Many other traits could be altered by carry-over effects, with manifold 

possible indirect community effects. In our experiment every trait which is important for 

the population and community dynamics of flour beetles seemed to be altered in some 

way by carry-over effects. Thus, multiple aspects of life history can be modified by carry-

over effects, but their influence on dynamics in a community setting, rather than for 

individuals and populations alone, may be difficult to predict in both magnitude and 

direction. 

Trait plasticity in response to present environmental cues frequently affect 

interactions between plants and herbivores, protists, invertebrates and vertebrates 

(Hoverman and Relyea 2009; terHorst and Lau 2012; DeLong et al. 2013; Kishida et al. 

2013). However, in contrast to carry-over effects from past conditions, these studies 

examine within patch plasticity, which is likely to be adaptive and matched to current 

conditions. Carry-over effects represent an interaction between responses to past and 

present conditions, rather than a simple response to current conditions. Carry-over effects 

have thus the potential to alter both numerical and per-capita effects of interacting species 

through links between conditions in different times and places. Across a heterogeneous 

landscape carry-over effects could therefore introduce context dependence into species 

interactions, and possibly even community dynamics and coexistence, through indirect 

effects of the spatial arrangement of habitat patches and disperser phenotype (Benard and 

McCauley 2008).  
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Species persistence and coexistence depend on the balance between niche 

overlap, competitive ability, and the internal and external factors affecting density (i.e. 

lifespan, disease, predators; Chesson 2000). The variety in form of carry-over effects 

across the many diverse organisms they have been found in suggest that any of these 

factors can be significantly altered by natal experiences. Indeed, competitive ability, 

lifespan and intrinsic fecundity and juvenile survival were all altered or likely altered by 

carry-over effects in the present study. As long as natural systems show variation in 

environmental quality, carry-over effects should be expected to generate individual 

variation with important ecological implications for species interactions (Miner et al. 

2005; Bolnick et al. 2011). Anthropogenic climate change and habitat modification all are 

expected to increase the occurrence and strength of environmental variation leading to 

carry-over effects (Salinas et al. 2013). Environmental carry-over effects are understudied 

as a factor influencing coexistence and community structure, but here we provide 

evidence that they could exert strong influence on natural systems. Further research 

should examine natural and laboratory systems for evidence of the impact of carry-over 

effects on community dynamics. 
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4.7. Supplement 

4.7.1. GLM Tables With Coefficients 

We use ANOVA tables in the main text, but to be thorough, we also include 

tables giving the R output including coefficients for each term. Coefficients must be 

summed then logit transformed to produce the untransformed answer. 

Table  4-4 Generalized linear model of the relationship between the time averaged 

abundance of adult Tribolium castaneum during the competition experiment and the natal 

habitats of both T. castaneum and T. confusum as well as their initial densities and the 

current habitat type. Coefficients are log-transformed. 

Factor  Coefficient Std. Error    t P 

Intercept (both Natal Habitat Oat) 1.191 0.323 3.693 <0.001* 

T. cas Natal Habitat Wheat (W) 1.009 0.428 2.358 0.020* 

T. con Natal Habitat W 0.966 0.428 2.257 0.026* 

Current Habitat W 2.786 0.428 6.509 <0.001* 

Initial T. con Density (InCon) -0.012 0.007 -1.781 0.077 

Initial T. cas Density (InCas) 0.098
 

0.034
 

2.856 0.005* 

T. cas Natal W: T. con Natal W -0.114 0.517 -0.22 0.826 

T. cas Natal W: Current W -0.953 0.517 -1.844 0.068 

T. con Natal W: Current W -1.425 0.517 -2.749 0.007* 

T. cas Natal W: InCon -0.020 0.009 -2.152 0.033* 

T. con Natal W: InCon -0.015 0.009 -1.632 0.105 

Current W: InCon -0.004 0.009
 

-0.399 0.690 

T. cas Natal W: InCas -0.042 0.045
 

-0.941 0.349 

T. con Natal W: InCas -0.054 0.045
 

-1.196 0.234 

Current W: InCas -0.066 0.045 -1.481 0.141 

T. cas:T. con Natal W: Current W 0.544 0.368
 

1.477 0.142 

T. cas:T. con Natal W: InCon  -0.008 0.011 -0.747 0.457 

T. cas Natal W: Current W: InCon 0.019 0.011
 

1.803 0.074 

T. con Natal W: Current W: InCon 0.027
 

0.011
 

2.534 0.012* 

T. cas:T. con Natal W: InCas  -0.029 0.052 -0.558 0.577 

T. cas Natal W: Current W: InCas 0.0199 0.052 0.384 0.701 

T. con Natal W: Current W: InCas 0.0717 0.052 1.386 0.168 

Degrees of Freedom = 122 
* indicates significance at P < 0.05 
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Table  4-5 Generalized linear model of the relationship between the time averaged relative 

abundance of adult Tribolium confusum during the competition experiment and the natal 

habitats of both T. castaneum and T. confusum as well as their initial densities and the 

current habitat type. Coefficients are log-transformed. 

Factor  Coefficient Std. Error    t P 

Intercept (both Natal Habitat Oat 3.279 0.191 17.128 <0.001* 

T. cas Natal Habitat Wheat (W) -0.532 0.206 -2.578 0.011* 

T. con Natal Habitat W -0.092 0.207 -0.445 0.657 

Current Habitat W 0.377 0.207 1.825 0.07 

Initial T. con Density (InCon) 0.02 0.004 5.133 <0.001* 

Initial T. cas Density (InCas) -0.071
 

0.019
 

-3.653 <0.001* 

T. cas Natal W: T. con Natal W 0.071 0.139 0.513 0.609 

T. cas Natal W: Current W 0.066 0.139 0.473 0.637 

T. con Natal W: Current W -0.267 0.139 -1.924 0.056 

T. cas Natal W: InCon 0.007 0.004 1.849 0.067 

T. con Natal W: InCon 0.0016 0.004 0.396 0.693 

Current W: InCon 0.0013 0.004
 

0.331 0.741 

T. cas Natal W: InCas 0.026 0.019
 

1.331 0.186 

T. con Natal W: InCas 0.017 0.019
 

0.892 0.374 

Current W: InCas -0.054 0.019 -2.798 0.006* 

Degrees of Freedom = 129 
* indicates significance at P < 0.05 
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Figure  4-4 Mean (with ± 1 SE) single species population dynamics for each species. The 

first letter in the key code represents natal habitat quality while the second is the current 

habitat. 

 

Figure  4-5 Mean (with 95% CIs) mortality rates at the end of the experiment for both 

species as predicted by equation (2). 
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Chapter 5 

Carry-over effects alter 

metacommunity dynamics and 

structure 

5.1. Abstract 

The structure and dynamics of communities across a heterogeneous landscape 

depend on dispersal and how colonization and extinction are affected by environmental 

quality and interspecific interactions. Carry-over effects occur when an individual’s 

phenotype is altered by experiences in their natal habitat, and they then disperse to a 

novel habitat. Carry-over effects are ubiquitous in organisms, and can alter individual 

fitness as well as population dynamics. However, their influence on metacommunity 

structure is unexplored. Here we empirically tested how carry-over effects alter the 

structure and dynamics of two species metacommunities across three dispersal rates and 

different heterogeneous landscapes. By manipulating the presence or absence of carry-
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over effects for four to eight generations of dispersal and competition, we found that 

carry-over effects can lead to dramatic shifts in metacommunity structure and dynamics, 

but this depends on landscape type and dispersal rates. Interestingly, the presence of 

carry-over effects also led to more individuals of both species living across the same 

landscape. Carry-over effects likely occur constantly in nature, and given different 

arrangements of habitat patches and forms of dispersal, they could produce context 

dependent species interactions and promote trade-offs in performance which may 

increase spatial coexistence. 

5.2. Introduction 

Understanding the importance of spatial connections between habitat patches for 

community structure and dynamics is a major goal of ecology (Borcard et al. 1992; 

Maron et al. 2001; Amarasekare 2003; Kneitel and Chase 2003; Leibold et al. 2004). In 

classical models, the persistence and dynamics of populations within a patch are 

determined by local features such as habitat quality and dispersal from other patches 

within a metapopulation (Pulliam 1988; Hanski 1994; Thomas 2001). Implicit in this 

case, and for most of spatial ecology, is that the mean fitness of individuals in a patch is 

solely determined by the habitat quality of that patch. This view has carried into 

metacommunity theory as well, where the influence of dispersers on patch dynamics is 

generally considered only in terms of their effects on density (Chesson 2000; 

Amarasekare 2003; Kneitel and Chase 2003). However, individual phenotypes for traits 

such as fecundity, competitive ability, diet and dispersal propensity frequently vary with 
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early life experiences across many taxa (Bolnick et al. 2003; Norris 2003; Shima and 

Swearer 2010; Burgess and Marshall 2011; O’Sullivan et al. 2013; Van Allen and 

Bhavsar 2014). Accounting for this variation may help explain the large portions of 

unexplained variance in most analytical explanations of community structure and 

abundance (Borcard et al. 1992; Agrawal et al. 2007). Here we suggest that the history of 

dispersers entering new patches could lead to more than just changes in the density of the 

population across the landscape, but also changes in the dynamics and structure of 

communities mediated by variation in the phenotypes of dispersers across heterogeneous 

landscapes. 

Environmental carry-over effects occur when early life experience affects later 

adult phenotypes in a different time or place (Benard and McCauley 2008). This source 

of individual variation can affect whole cohorts due to within patch processes, and when 

these individuals disperse into other habitats, their traits are carried-over with them and 

can alter population dynamics (Beckerman et al. 2002; Plaistow et al. 2006; Norris and 

Taylor 2006; Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). The strong impacts of carry-over effects on 

population dynamics and theoretical work on the subject suggest that carry-over effects 

could dramatically influence spatial community dynamics (Benard and McCauley 2008; 

Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). Carry-over effects can influence many traits in positive or 

negative ways, for individual fitness and/or population growth, in a given environment 

(Monaghan 2008). While the various impacts of carry-effects may be clear in a single 

species experiment within one patch of habitat, their influence on meta-community 

dynamics across different kinds of landscapes is unknown. To address this conceptual 

gap, we performed a meta-community experiment using two competing species of 
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Tribolium sp. flour beetles. We manipulated the presence or absence of carry-over effects 

by controlling the phenotype of dispersers, as well as the dispersal rate and arrangement 

of habitat quality patches to see how carry-over effects influence meta-community 

dynamics. We found that carry-over effects significantly influenced meta-community 

dynamics, but that their strength and which species they favored varied depending on 

dispersal rates and landscape habitat arrangements. Carried over responses to natal 

habitat quality additionally influenced community structure in a manner which suggests 

that they could produce trade-offs which enhance spatial coexistence. 

5.3. Methods 

5.3.1. Study Species 

We tested how the presence of carry-over effects influenced metacommunity 

dynamics using laboratory microcosm landscapes populated by two competing species of 

flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum and T. confusum. Tribolium species have typical 

holometabolous beetle life cycles in which the immature stages develop to adulthood in 

approximately a month under optimal conditions. Adults usually live for three to twelve 

months depending on crowding, habitat, species and strain (Walter 1990). The entire life 

cycle takes place in milled grain, or in almost any dried good (Zeigler 1976). In addition 

to eating flour, both species are omnivorous and consume small animal prey, including 

their own young and the young of other Tribolium species. These two species therefore 

compete largely through intraguild predation in maintained environments (Park et al. 

1965).  
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Adult flour beetle phenotypes are altered by the type of flour habitat they develop 

in, which can lead to long lasting carry-over effects on their behavior and population 

dynamics in other flour types (Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). We used two flour types 

known to influence development and adult phenotype for flour beetles in this experiment 

– mixtures we will call “wheat” and “oat” throughout this paper. Wheat media consists of 

94.5% organic white flour, 5% brewer’s yeast, and 0.5% fumagillin B mixture. Oat media 

consists of 99.5% organic oat flour and 0.5% fumagillin B mixture. Oat media is a 

relatively low quality habitat for both species of flour beetle, while wheat media is the 

standard high quality habitat both species are housed in for most laboratory studies. We 

added fumagillin B to prevent pathogenic fungal parasites from interfering with the long 

run population dynamics of this experiment. While developing in oat flour tends to 

reduce population growth (because of longer larval periods and reduced fecundity) in 

novel habitats, previous studies suggest that it may also increase interspecific competitive 

ability of individuals (see Van Allen and Rudolf 2013; Van Allen and Rudolf in prep.). 

5.3.2. Experimental Setup 

We acquired both species from the United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) Agricultural Research Service station at Kansas State University. Before being 

used in this experiment we maintained beetles on wheat flour in stock containers in 

environmental chambers (29-31°C and 15-30% humidity) for at least two generations. 

Starting before the experiment, we repeatedly collected eggs from five haphazardly 

selected groups of hundreds of beetles (two T. castaneum and three T. confusum groups). 

Eggs collected on the same date were mixed (within species) and used to establish stock 
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colonies in 80g of either oat or wheat flour with ~500 eggs of one species. We produced 

12 stock colonies for each species in each flour type this way for 48 total stock colonies.  

5.3.3. Metacommunity Experiment 

To determine what influence carry-over effects have on metacommunity 

dynamics, we used design which manipulates three things. First, we generated landscapes 

with habitat patches which varied in quality, since varying habitat quality can produce 

carry-over effects in many species including flour beetles (Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). 

Second, we controlled dispersal since it is a feature of metacommunities which creates 

links between habitat patches and allows for carry-over effects. And third, we 

manipulated the presence or absence of carry-over effects to compare metacommunity 

dynamics with and without them. 

To generate variation in habitat quality, we constructed simple 3-patch landscapes 

with different combinations of oat and wheat flour. Each patch consisted of an 8g. plastic 

vial filled with 6g. of oat of wheat flour. Each landscape was linear, meaning that a first 

patch was connected through dispersal to only the patch next to it, and this patch was in 

the middle between the first patch and a third patch, which was also only connected to the 

middle patch (Fig. 1). The landscapes were only connected through controlled dispersal 

treatments, and not connected in any physical sense. We created two landscapes this way, 

which differed only in the arrangement of oat and wheat habitat patches. Landscape A 

middle patches were oat, while both side patches were wheat, and landscape B middle 

patches were wheat, and both side patches were oat. Each species started in one side 

patch, while the other started in the opposite side patch. The details of how each species 
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was started in each side patch are in experimental initiation below, but as the experiment 

began, these beetles dispersed around the landscape to form a two species 

metacommunity. 

We controlled dispersal by manually moving fixed proportions of beetles around 

the landscape during each check of the experiment. Dispersal rates were set at three 

levels, low, 5%, medium, 10% and high, 40% of total adults in a patch. At 5% dispersal, 

five of 100 individuals would disperse from a population within a given patch leaving 95 

behind, while at 40%, 40 would leave and 60 would stay behind. Dispersing individuals 

were haphazardly selected from their population and moved evenly to all adjacent 

patches. While in a side patch, only the middle patch was adjacent, so all dispersers from 

side patches moved there. While in the middle patch, both side patches were adjacent, so 

half of the dispersers went to each side patch in separate groups. Dispersal was calculated 

and performed separately for the populations of each species. Up to the first eight 

individuals dispersing into a patch were sexed and added at an even sex ratio to reduce 

demographic stochasticity. Any odd individual from a dispersing group of fewer than 

eight individuals was always female. When an odd number of individuals dispersed from 

the middle patch, the odd individual moved towards the side patch which the other 

species started in. For example, if five T. castaneum were leaving from the middle patch, 

one male and one female would go to the side patch T. castaneum started in, while two 

females and one male would enter the side patch T. confusum started in. Low and 

medium dispersal rates are meant to simulate fairly steady levels of connectivity between 

patches, with the importance of within patch dynamics and individual phenotypes 

perhaps at their highest when dispersal is lowest. High dispersal, in contrast, represents a 
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mass effects situation where local processes may have a much reduced effect (Leibold et 

al. 2004). Tribolium are highly dispersive, and connectivity’s such as these could results 

from grain mills separated by various distances, for example (Ridley et al. 2011).  

We manipulated the presence or absence of carry-over effects by manipulating the 

phenotype of dispersers. We manipulated the phenotype of dispersers by taking 

individuals from the stock colonies of each habitat quality assigned to each experimental 

block. Importantly, this means that all “original” dispersers were initially taken from 

populations within the experimental landscape, but these individuals were not used after 

this point and were replaced with equal numbers of individuals taken from stock 

containers. When carry-over effects were present, individuals were taken from a stock 

container with the same habitat as the source of the original dispersers. When carry-over 

effects were absent, individuals were taken from the stock container with the same habitat 

the original dispersers were heading to. We did this for two reasons. First, for example, if 

individuals disperse from an oat habitat patch into a wheat habitat patch without carry-

over effects, then conspecifics who have developed in wheat flour must immigrate into 

the wheat habitat patch. Replacing the individuals emigrating from the oat patch with 

individuals from a wheat habitat stock container allows for carry-over effects of natal 

habitat quality to be removed. Second, carry-over effects could also arise from within 

patch population dynamics, to control for this, we moved dispersers in landscapes with 

carry-over effects from stock containers as well (i.e. individuals dispersing from oat into 

wheat are still removed and replaced, but with conspecifics from an oat stock container). 

Replacing dispersers with individuals from stock containers in both yes and no carry-over 

effect treatments standardizes these possible effects in both treatments. All stock 
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containers were managed through flour replacement and the initiation of new colonies to 

replace older ones as needed after each monthly check of the experiment. Mature wheat 

habitat stock colonies always contained higher densities than oat habitat stock colonies, 

especially for T. castaneum, but this was consistent between blocks, and the same stock 

colonies were used for yes and no carry-over effects treatments within a block. 

These treatments result in a 2 landscape (A and B) x 3 dispersal treatments (low, 

medium and high) x 2 carry-over effects (present/absent) factorial design for 12 total 

treatment groups. We replicated these groups six times for 72 independent experimental 

metacommunities with a total of 216 habitat patches. These landscapes were divided into 

six experimental blocks containing six of each landscape type. Each block of landscapes 

was placed into one of three environmental chambers which were kept at 30º C (± 1º C) 

and 30% rh (± 5%). With each block we assigned eight stock colonies (two oat and two 

wheat for each species) by placing them with the block in the same chamber. By 

controlling the movement and phenotype of individuals across the landscape, we can 

isolate the influence of the presence of absence of carry-over effects on metacommunity 

dynamics. 
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Figure  5-1 Schematic drawing of landscape setup. Gray patches are wheat flour/high 

quality habitat and while white patches are oat flour/low quality habitat. Named side 

patches indicate that each species started on opposite ends of the landscape. Bold arrows 

show connections, i.e., dispersal routes used during the experiment. 

5.3.4.  Experimental Initiation 

To initiate the experiment we started populations of each species of beetles in 

their respective side “home” patch. To do this we sexed 144 adult flour beetles of each 

gender of each species. These beetles were all from wheat stock colonies. We then placed 

four adults, two male and two female, of a given species in the respective T. castaneum 

or T. confusum home patch. We did this for the first experimental block on May 1
st
 2013, 

and completed this for the rest of the blocks over the next 7 days. All further work with 

the experiment was completed in block order over multiple days so that every block ran 

on the same schedule. We allowed these first individuals in each home patch to reproduce 

freely for ten days. We then removed these four adults from each patch and allowed 
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development of juveniles to proceed for an additional thirty-seven days, which assured 

that even the slowest developing population (T. castaneum in oat) had enough time to 

produce adults. These offspring, born in their home patch, were then used to, start the 

metacommunity experiment.  

On June 17
th

 we began counting the individuals which had emerged and began the 

dispersal treatments. This marked the first check of the experiment. Further checks 

occurred every 30 days until the seventh and final check on December 21
st
 2013. During 

all checks we followed the protocols outlined in the description of the dispersal and 

carry-over effects treatments above. During each check, we counted all adults in each 

patch, examined the juvenile stages to ensure that no pathogens were affecting dynamics, 

counted and removed dead adults. We  removed all dispersing adults, discarded them, 

and completed dispersal with adults taken from stock colonies as described above. The 

remaining resident adults, juvenile stages, and immigrants were then all placed back into 

the appropriate vial with fresh flour. Three landscapes of type A, all in different 

treatments and blocks, were lost during the experiment, leaving a total of 69 landscapes 

for analysis. Seven monthly checks allowed for six month of interspecies dynamics to 

take place in the middle patch and five months in the opposite home patch. In total this 

time is enough time for five or more generations in wheat flour and up to three 

generations in oat flour in all landscape patches. 

5.3.5. Analysis 

We examined how carry-over effects altered metacommunity dynamics across 

multiple landscape types and dispersal rates in three ways. Looking across whole 
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landscapes (i.e. summing species densities across the three patches), we examined 

whether metacommunities with or without carry-over effects had more individual of 

either species. We then examined whether carry-over effects influenced competitive 

dynamics across whole landscapes by comparing the relative abundance of each species. 

For our third test, to see how process at the local scale influenced landscape level 

patterns, we examined how carry-over effects influenced the relative abundance of each 

species at the single patch level within and across landscapes. For all tests we only used 

the densities of beetle species recorded during the last time step of the experiment. 

Dynamics were stable during the last 3-4 months in all treatment combination of 

landscapes, so using the last time step is conservative and ensures that we are examining 

long term effects of our treatments. We used R version 2.15.1 for all analysis. 

5.3.5.1. Experimental Landscape Dynamics 

We first explored whether carry-over effects or our other treatments led to 

changes in the total abundance of flour beetles of both species living in our experimental 

landscapes. To do this we fit a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with 

quasipoisson errors and fixed effects of landscape type (A or B), carry-over effects (Yes 

or No), dispersal level (Low, Medium or High) and their interactions to the total final 

adult abundance of beetles (without to regard to species) across each entire landscape 

(package MASS, function glmmPQL). We additionally included a random effect of block 

to account for any chance differences between stock populations or environmental 

chambers. We used quasi-likelihood through the methods since the data were 

overdispersed. This test revealed whether and how the presence of carry-over effects 
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altered the total abundance of animals across the landscape (metacommunity) and 

whether and how this effect was influenced by the type of landscape or dispersal rate. 

Carry-over effects could affect the relative competitive performance of species 

across and landscape. To examine this we fit the proportional abundance of T. castaneum 

(i.e. total no. T. castaneum / (total no. T. castaneum + no. T. confusum)) across the entire 

landscape to a quasibinomial GLMM with fixed effects of landscape type (A or B), carry-

over effects (Yes or No), dispersal level (Low, Medium or High), initial relative density,  

and their interactions .We included initial density at the first experimental check because 

they randomly varied substantially among replicates and these initial differences are 

known to strongly influence the outcome of interactions in this system (Leslie et al. 1968; 

Van Allen and Rudolf in prep.). We fit initial density as a fixed effect covariate since we 

suspected that relative initial density would interact with our other terms. We additionally 

included a random effect of block to account for any chance differences between stock 

populations or environmental chambers. This test revealed whether interactions across 

our landscapes were affected by our treatments to give one or the other species a 

numerical advantage by the end of the experiment. 

5.3.5.2. Patch Dynamics and Landscape Distribution 

We can examine where and in what kinds of particular habitat patches landscape 

level treatment effects on relative abundance occurred by examining our results at the 

single patch level. Examining our results at the patch level could also discover cases 

where treatment affects acted differentially in patches within a landscape to produce no 

clear effect at the landscape scale. To examine both of these possibilities, we fit the 
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relative abundance of T. castaneum separately in each habitat patch with a quasibinomial 

GLMM  with fixed effects of the dispersal rate, carry-over effects, and the specific patch 

(T. castaneum home side patch, middle, and T. confusum home side patch) across the 

landscape as well as their interactions. We performed separate tests for each landscape 

type (A and B) since their opposite habitat quality configuration at the patch level 

confounded comparisons. We used a nested random effect of landscape ID within block. 

This was to account for non-independence of patches within a common landscape and for 

variation between blocks. In this test, we examine our experimental factors for local 

effects, as carry-over effects in concert with our other treatments could also act to define 

the boundaries of species distributions by inhibiting or promoting invasion into another 

species range. All statistical procedures were checked for unusual outliers and fit to our 

distributions. Our procedures are also robust to unbalanced design as some of our 

treatments had five replicates instead of six (see methods). 

5.4. Results 

5.4.1. Total Landscape Abundance 

The presence of carry-over effects significantly increased the adult density of 

beetles across an average landscape by 9% (Table 1, Fig. 3). This effect varied between a 

positive influence of over 18% in high dispersal A type landscapes, to insignificantly 

small negative effects (< 2%) in mid and low dispersal rates landscapes of type A and B 

respectively (Fig. 3). Thus, the presence of carry-over effects had an overall positive 

effect on the total abundance of animals across both landscape types. Landscapes of type 
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A, with twice as much high quality habitat, unsurprisingly supported far more (61% 

more) total beetles than landscape B (Fig. 3). A substantial part of this difference 

occurred because at the highest dispersal rates, a mean of 546.5 beetles persisted across 

landscape A, 129 more than in the second most populous medium dispersal within the 

same landscape A. This effect of high dispersal rate on total abundance was not present in 

landscape type B, leading to a significant interaction between dispersal rate and 

landscape type (Table 1, Fig. 3). 

 

 

Figure  5-2 Total mean abundance of adults of both beetles species (±1 SE) with (gray 

bars) or without (white bars) carry-over effects across both landscapes and all dispersal 

treatments (low = 5%, mid = 10%, high = 40%). 
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Table  5-1 GLMM results for the total abundance of both species across whole landscapes 

Factor  χ
2
 P 

Landscape type (A or B) 252.742 <0.001* 

Dispersal rate 36.916 <0.001* 

Carry-over effects (Y/N) 7.595 0.006* 

Landscape x Dispersal 20.841 <0.001* 

Landscape x Carry-over 0.289
 

0.591 

Dispersal x Carry-over 1.928 0.381 

Landscape x Dispersal x Carry-over 3.494 0.174 

N = 69  

 

5.4.2. Landscape Relative Abundance 

As opposed to the general positive influence of carry-over effects on total 

abundance, the relative abundance of the two competitors were affected in opposing ways 

by carry-over effects between the two landscape types (Table 2, Fig. 4). In landscape A 

(dominated by high quality habitat), T. castaneum  received small benefits from carry-

over effects overall (Table 2, Fig. 4). However, T. castaneum was most promoted over T. 

confusum by higher dispersal rates and initial density advantage (Table 2, Fig. 4). In 

contrast, when competition occurred across landscape B, carry-over effects tended to 

decrease T. castaneum performance, while high dispersal rate, and advantageous initial 

density again had positive effects (Table 2, Fig. 4). T. castaneum in general performed 

relatively poorly across landscape B (Fig. 4). However, T. castaneum was still able to 

achieve the higher mean abundance when dispersal was at the highest rate and at the 

lowest rate, but only when carry-over effects were absent (Table 2, Fig. 4). When 

dispersal rate was medium, T. confusum performed particularly well, and exceptionally 
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well when carry-over effects were also present on the landscape (Fig. 4). When dispersal 

rates were at their highest and individuals moved around the landscape en masse in type 

B landscapes, their overall dynamics were not differentiable from low and medium 

dispersal type A landscapes and neither species had a strong advantage (Fig. 4). Thus, 

multiple factors involving the arrangement and abundance of habitat types, dispersal 

rates, and the occurrence of carry-over effects could all be essential for allowing a species 

to become relatively abundant across a region. 

 

 

Figure  5-3 Proportional abundance (± 1 SE) of T. castaneum (T. castaneum density/[T. 

castaneum + T. confusum densities]) across landscape A and B in each treatment 

combination of the presence (gray bars) or absence (white bars) of carry-over effects and 

at each dispersal rate. 
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Table  5-2 GLMM results for competitor relative abundance across the landscape 

Factor  χ
2
 P 

Landscape type (A or B) 5.895 0.015* 

Dispersal rate 38.623 <0.001* 

Carry-over effects (Y/N) 6.114 0.013* 

Initial Density Ratio 21.109 <0.001* 

Landscape x Dispersal 2.501 0.286 

Landscape x Carry-over 6.404 0.011* 

Dispersal x Carry-over 5.249 0.072 

Landscape x Initial Density 10.77 0.001* 

Dispersal x Initial Density 1.923 0.382 

Carry-over x Initial Density 0.062 0.804 

Landscape x Dispersal x Carry-over 5.543 0.063 

Landscape x Dispersal x Initial Density 4.657
 

0.097 

Landscape x Carry-over x Initial Density 0.419 0.517 

Dispersal x Carry-over x Initial Density 3.359 0.186 

Landscape x Disp. X Carry-over x Idens. 0.412 0.814 

N= 69  

 

 

5.4.3. Patch Dynamics and Landscape Distributions 

The design of our experiment give each species a significant priority in their 

home patch, so we expected that species to remain the most abundant in their home patch 

unless the other species successfully invaded and became dominant. As such, we are 

unsurprised by the very strong patch and dispersal by patch effects in both the landscape 

A and B models (Table 3). Significant higher order interactions in both models indicate 

that within patch dynamics were highly context dependent and could vary with any of the 

experimental factors (Table 3). For example, carry-over effects and dispersal had subtle 
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effects on the ability of T. castaneum to invade the T. confusum home patch in type A 

landscapes. If carry-over effects were absent across the landscape, then the proportion of 

T. castaneum in their competitors home patch was on average 82% (low dispersal) and 

125% (medium dispersal) higher than if carry-over effects were present (Fig. 5a and b 

and 6). Carry-over effects and dispersal rates clearly had their most dramatic combined 

effects in the wheat middle patch of landscape B. Competitive dynamics in the middle 

patch strongly favored T. confusum when carry-over effects were present, though the 

strength of these effects depended on dispersal rate (Fig. 5 and 6). The relative abundance 

of T. castaneum in the middle patch increased by an average of 64% at low dispersal and 

129% at medium dispersal within no carry-over landscapes compared to the same setup 

with carry-over effects (Fig. 5d and e and 6). When carry-over effects were present 

however, T. confusum reached higher relative densities in T. castaneum home patches on 

landscape B when dispersal was low or medium (Fig. 5d and e and 6).  This is at least in 

part due to their high performance in landscape B middle patches with carry-over effects. 

When dispersal was operating at high “mass effects” rates, carry-over effects had very 

little influence on relative abundance, and instead it seems that numeric effects across the 

landscape drove dynamics (Fig. 5c and f and 6). When dispersal rates were low enough 

for within patch processes to have prominence, carry-over effects often had strong 

enough influence in to drive species distributions and landscape dynamics. Examining 

within patch dynamics also reveals at carry-over effects seemed to have their strongest 

influence on competitive dynamics in high quality current habitat across both landscapes 

(Fig. 5). It additionally reveals that T. castaneum was usually a better performer in high 

quality habitat when it came from wheat natal habitat (without carry-over effects), while 
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T. confusum performed better in the opposite case (coming from oat, i.e. with carry-over 

effects) (Fig. 5a, b, d and e).  

 

 

Figure  5-4 Mean proportional abundance (±1 SE) of T. castaneum (T. cas) and T. 

confusum (T. con)  with carry-over effects (gray bars) or without carry-over effects (white 

bars) across each patch (left to right, T. castaneum home patch, middle patch, T. 

confusum home patch, see panel C for patch labels) within each landscape type (panels 

A-C show landscape A, and panels D-F show landscape B), and dispersal rate 
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Figure  5-5 Final mean abundance of each species by patch T. castaneum population size 

(±1 SE) is shown with gray bars, T confusum population size (±1 SE) is shown with 

white bars. Landscape A is shown above landscape B, carry-over effects yes treatments 

are above carry-over effects no treatments within each landscape, and dispersal increases 

from low to high left to right. 
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Table  5-3 GLMM results for the relative abundance of T. castaneum by patch in each 

landscape 

Factor  χ
2
 P 

Landscape A    

Dispersal rate 99.247 <0.001* 

Carry-over effects (Y/N) 1.054 0.305 

Patch 1025.86 <0.001* 

Dispersal x Carry-over 5.613 0.06 

Dispersal x Patch 1568.86
 

<0.001* 

Carry-over x Patch 13.115 0.001* 

Dispersal x Carry-over x Patch 14.256 0.006* 

Landscape B  

Dispersal rate 9.614 0.008* 

Carry-over effects (Y/N) 6.129 0.013* 

Patch 335.089 <0.001* 

Dispersal x Carry-over 3.88 0.144 

Dispersal x Patch 228.717
 

<0.001* 

Carry-over x Patch 11.169 0.0037* 

Dispersal x Carry-over x Patch 26.406 <0.001* 

N for landscape A = 99, for B = 108   

 

5.4.4. Adult Recruitment and Death Rates 

Variation in demographic rates across the landscapes underlie our results on total 

and relative abundance, so we present summary statistics for these rates to provide more 

information (Table 4). The mean number of adult recruits during the experiment was 

always higher than the number of deaths. Tribolium castaneum always showed higher 

mortality rates, and almost always higher adult recruitment as well (Table 4). Only in the 

two landscapes where T. confusum performed most strongly, at low and medium 

dispersal rates in landscape B when carry-over effects were present, did their recruitment 

rates exceed those of T. castaneum (Table 4). In these two cases carry-over effects clearly 

and strongly reversed demographic dominance relative to the same cases without carry-
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over effects. Carry-over effects also can be seen clearly promoting T. castaneum 

performance at high dispersal rates in landscape A (Table. 4). This pattern certainly 

contributes to the overall positive influence of carry-over effect on total abundance 

(Table. 4). 

Table  5-4. Summary of mean demographic rates per month across the last six months 

(excluding initial densities) during the experiment for Tribolium castaneum (T. cast.) and 

T. confusum (T. conf.). 

   Adult Recruits – 

Adult Deaths 

Adult Recruits Adult Deaths 

Landscape Treatment Dispersal 

Rate 

T. cast. T. conf. T. cast. T. conf. T. cast. T. conf. 

A Carry-Over low 21.647 8.786 53.694 12.667 32.048 3.881 

A No Carry-Over low 14.333 9.115 43.333 13.472 32.0 4.357 

A Carry-Over medium 16.877 7.516 46.972 11.111 30.095 3.595 

A No Carry-Over medium 19.289 5.017 48.233 8.933 29.944 3.917 

A Carry-Over high 53.733 5.338 74.733 8.767 21.086 3.428 

A No Carry-Over high 33.967 2.083 53.633 4.833 19.667 2.75 

B Carry-Over low 14.845 23.52 24.917 27.472 10.071 3.952 

B No Carry-Over low 24.956 10.048 36.028 14.0 11.071 3.952 

B Carry-Over medium 8.306 26.817 17.639 31.556 9.333 4.738 

B No Carry-Over medium 15.111 14.039 25.778 17.944 10.667 3.905 

B Carry-Over high 24.25 10.44 34.75 12.417 10.5 1.976 

B No Carry-Over high 22.881 12.524 33.333 15.167 10.452 2.943 

  

 

5.5. Discussion 

Here we show that carry-over effects can drive landscape and patch level patterns 

of the total and relative abundance of interacting species. While theory and previous 

experiments suggest that carry-over effects could alter metacommunity dynamics, this 

study is, to our knowledge, the first empirical evidence of this from a controlled 

experiment (Rossiter 1996; Fox 2007; Benard and McCauley 2008). Patterns of 
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demographic rates, competitive dominance, and variation in total abundance all clearly 

demonstrate that dispersers bring more than their simple density with them. Interestingly, 

carry-over effects did not consistently promote the same species across landscape and 

dispersal treatments, suggesting that their interactions with heterogeneous habitat and 

dispersal could promote variation in species performance across different contexts and 

thus spatial coexistence (Chesson 2000; Kneitel and Chase 2003). 

While carry-over effects could conceivably have either positive or negative 

effects on total abundance in this system, it is interesting that they tended to have a 

significant positive influence on the density of both species. This could suggest that the 

benefits of coming from higher quality natal habitat outweigh the negatives of coming 

from low quality natal habitat. In particular, since high quality habitat produces far more 

offspring more quickly than low quality habitat, all else equal, more dispersers will be 

from high quality natal habitat (i.e. controls Fig. 2). An alternative hypothesis, which is 

perhaps more supported by our patch analysis of landscapes, is that the presence of carry-

over effects may modify competitive interactions in such as way as to promote more 

individuals of either species persisting across a landscape. In either case, mean 

demographic rates from table 4 indicate that combined net recruitment rates (recruits – 

deaths) for both species tend to be higher when carry-over effects are present than when 

they are absent. In all but one case (high dispersal landscape A), there is a trade-off in net 

recruitment where one species performs better in one carry-over treatment and the other 

performs better in the opposite treatment (Table 4). This pattern suggests that one or the 

other species may have a competitive advantage in a given treatment, but excluding the 

case where both perform better with carry-over effects, this still results in 12% higher net 
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mean recruitment across species. Including high dispersal landscape A, where T. 

castaneum reached very high net recruitment, mean net recruitment with carry-over 

effects present becomes 22% higher across all species and landscapes than if they are 

absent. Thus carry-over effects either disproportionately increased the performance of the 

dominant species or increased the performance of both species across landscapes to cause 

more animals to persist across the same amount of space and resources. 

Carry-over effects also altered the relative abundance of the two competing 

species across landscapes and within patches. These effects were sometimes subtle, but 

they also led to wild swings in the relative abundance of T. castaneum and T. confusum in 

the wheat middle patch of landscape B at low and medium dispersal (Fig. 4 and 5). 

Interestingly, the other patch in which T. castaneum was benefited by a lack of carry-over 

effects was the wheat T. confusum home patch in landscape A, also when dispersal rate 

was low or medium (Fig. 5). This suggests that T. confusum is a relatively better 

competitor in wheat patches when carry-over effects are present (and dispersal is not 

high). T. castaneum is normally the dominant competitor in high quality habitat unless 

strongly outnumbered (Leslie et al. 1968). However, previous studies have not considered 

how carry-over effects could alter multi-generational competitive dynamics in a given 

habitat (but see Van Allen and Rudolf in prep., chapter 4). Here our results suggest that 

carry-over effects altering competitive interactions between species can result in variation 

in species distribution and abundance across heterogeneous landscapes. 

Carry-over effects on individual traits and fitness are ubiquitous in the natural 

world, thus, our results suggest that carry-over effects could affect natural 

metacommunities as well as laboratory systems. Work in laboratory and field systems 
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shows that carry-over effects can alter population dynamics (Plaistow et al. 2006; Reid et 

al. 2006; Betini et al. 2011; Van Allen and Rudolf 2013). Additionally, individual and 

cohort variation caused by behavioral syndromes, adaptive phenotypic plasticity, or eco-

evolutionary dynamics are all already known to affect species interactions (Miner et al. 

2005; Pruitt et al. 2012; terHorst and Lau 2012; Kishida et al. 2013). Thus, we argue that 

it is not farfetched that carry-over effects could have a strong influence on the distribution 

and relative abundance of species in nature. A difficulty in identifying carry-over effects 

could be that they are not location specific and usually would not have a clear cause in a 

particular local environment. Rapidly advancing work on condition dependent dispersal 

and its implications for population dynamics could profit by examining the community 

level effects of dispersing individuals as well (Fowler 2005; Cote and Clobert 2007; 

Clobert et al. 2009; Morales et al. 2010; Mestre and Bonte 2012; Travis et al. 2012; Van 

Allen and Bhavsar 2014).  

In a natural system, not all habitat patches alternate in quality as in our 

experiment. This means, assuming that carry-over effects do exist predictably on a 

landscape, that dispersers may sometimes have matching or mismatching phenotypes 

when they enter a habitat. Given the variation in species performance, abundance, and 

distribution that we found with or without carry-over effects (i.e. matching or 

mismatching), this suggests that carry-over effects could generate trade-offs in species 

performance within and across patches in heterogeneous landscapes. 

Spatial coexistence in metacommunities for species which cannot coexist locally 

is based primarily on trade-offs along local to regional trait axes (Bolker and Pacala 

1999; Amarasekare 2003; Kneitel and Chase 2003). Carry-over effects may represent a 
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novel trade-off, since their impacts on relative species performance vary depending on 

the interplay between the relative abundance of habitat types in the landscape and 

dispersal rates. For example, T. confusum benefited from carry-over effects when 

dispersal was lower and more habitat was low quality, while T. castaneum gained more 

advantage when dispersal was high and disperser phenotype tended to match their new 

environment. These advantages from carry-over effects led T. confusum dominate to 

across landscapes, including in high quality habitat, in which it is usually an inferior 

competitor (Leslie et al. 1968). Carry-over effects on disperser phenotype across 

heterogeneous landscapes can thus promote variation in relative species performance 

within a given habitat type. While their effects may be context dependent, increased 

understanding of carry-over effects and their interaction with heterogeneous habitat 

quality may improve ecological forecasting and benefit spatial coexistence theory in 

natural systems. 
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